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A Kentucky State Police trooper
investigating a traffic accident Wed-
nesday found that his father was the
fatal victim in the mishap.
Trooper J.C. Barnett found his
father, Thomas A. Barnett, 65, dead at
the sCOne of the accident on a Kentucky
94 bridge three-tenths of a mile east of
the Murray city limits.
State police said the cgr went out of
control and struck a bridge railirig:- Outland Barnett- on July 17, 1977.
B111 Marcum, Calloway County Survivors include hisson J.C. Barnet3
-iagraaae,. Aoki, A...today e.--trAhhiardce. RdisiWilknainy.
Preilmipary imieetigation revealed the .:_8111era survive. Mrs. Lucille Garian4 '
victim died from chest injuries and Murray. Mrs. Ina Miller, Route 6,
internal bleeding in the accident. _Murray, Mrs. Nettie Reed and Mrs.
The accident happened about 1 30
p.m. Wednesday. A Kentucky State
Police spokesman said another state
policeman, E.R. McIntosh from
Marshall County, drove to the accident
scene and relieved Barnett.
The victim, of Route 3, Mut-ray, was
preceded in death by his wife Robbie '
ternoon and Friday, Nov. 2 and 3, to
permit the staff to attend a Service to
Military and Veterans Workshop. •
Veterans or their dependents who
require help in filling out the income
questionnaires which they received in
their November checks may tiring
them to the office any time during
November or December.
-A-0 the




County election officials expect the
puny May primary turnout to spill over
to November as preparations begin for
the General Election next Tuesday.
"I expect the turnout here to be very
light, similar to May," Calloway
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris said
today.
Meanwhile, to accomodate the ever-
swelling voter numbers in the city of
Murray, election officials have created
another precinct by splitting one.
Elections officials split Precinct 8 in
the city, creating Precinct 11 which
takes in voters living north of Keenland
in the Gatesboro area. Voters in the
new precinct will cast their ballots at
House of Thousands in Fox Meadows
Trailer Court on South 16th. Harris said
that is only a temporary location and a
suitable, permanent location will be
found later.
Officials noted the size of Precinct 8,
1,008-1,100 registered voters made the
split necessary. "We're only supposed
to have about 700 in a precinct," the
official said.
A total of 15,365 voters are registered
for the Nov. 7 General Election. Of that
number, 14,024 are Democrats, 813
Republicans and 57A are registered
Independents and other party af-
filiations.
Harris said he makes his pre-election
predictions on the basis of no contested
local_ races. All five school board
members running for city and county
seats are unopposed. First District
Congressman Carroll Hubbard is
running unopposed. 'The only race
with opposition that we have is the
Huddleston race and for this county it
won't make much difference," Harris
, said, referring to the heavy Democratic
numbers regiatered here. "It's • dif-
ferent when you get into Eastern
Kentucky where some counties are just
as strongly Republican."
Huddleston, generally regarded as
the favorite to win next Tuesday's race,
faces competition from State Rep.
Guentliner, a. Louisville
Republican, and American Party
candidate Anthony McCord. Hud-
dleston, a 52-year-old Elizabethtown
-readent arid Iti-Xv-ley cam-PnWer, heit-
shied away from controversial issues
and is relying largely on his experience
and record in his re-election bid. He has
had an Important role in shaping lung
legislation and has - developed a
reputation as a guardian of tobacco
interests, sitting on both the Senate
Agriculture and Appropriation com-
mittees.
Guenthner, 34, a conservative
Republican, has come out strongly for
national defense, and attacked Hud-
dlaiton for voting to dismantle the Lt.fr.
defense and give away the Panama
Canal. McCord, representing the
American Party, acknowledges he may
pnly garner a fraction of the.vote.
- Although First District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, a, Mayfield resident,
is on the ballot unopposed for another
term in the House, he has announced
his intentions to seek the Democratic
nomination for governor next spring:
On the local level, the only persons
running are non-partisan candidates
seeking county and city school board
seats.
Robert "Red" Overby will be running
unopposed in District 4 for Calloway
County School Board. He's seeking a
seat on the five member board that Joe
Dyer, the current school board
chairman, will vacate for what he calls
"personal reasons." Overby's name
will appear on a small percentage of
ballots in Murray ( Precincts 1,6 and 9),
Faxon, Almo, Dexter, Jackson and
Calloway High. Walter Byars is rtm-
ning unopposed in District 1. His name
will appear on a small percentage of
ballots in the city (Precincts 8 and 11)
and on all precinct ballots at Harris
Grove, Hazel and Providence.
'In the city, current school board
members Don Henry, Tom Rushing and
Bill Adams Jr. are running unopposed.
Their names will appear on all city
ballots for voters living in the city
school district
County polling places and their
locations include:
— Precinct 1, Calloway County
Courthouse;
— Precinct 2, Murray City Hall; ,
— Precinct 3, Murray Middle School; 1_
— Precinct' 4, Dwain Taylor_
Chevrolet;
— Precinct 5, Murray State Field
House;
— Precinct 6, Murray State Library;
— Precinct 7, Robertson School;
— Precinct 8, Murray-Calloway
County Vocational School;
— Precinct 9, Army Reserve Building
on Center Drive;
— Precinct 10, Navy Recruiting
Station in Bel-Aire Shopping Center;
— Precinct 11, House of Thousands at
Fox Meadows Trailer Court on South
16th;
Alm— o, Imes droce-6;
— Calloway High, Calloway County
High School;
Clayi,un Creek, East pernentary;
— Coldwater, Kenneth and June's
Grocery ; ,
— Dexter, Dexter Community
-Center; -
- Faxon, old Faxon Elementary
School;
— Harris Grove, Southwest
Elementary;
— Hazel, Hazel City Hall;
— Jackson, Broadus Creelanur's
'shop (the former location was Cun-
ningham's Grocery at Kirksey);
Kieksey, Woodmen of the World
'Building;
— Lynn Grove, old Lynn Grove
Elementary School;
— New Concord, McClure's Garage;
— Providence, Herndon Seed Mill.
ire-ci Cross Offiies Are
Closed Today, Friday
The 'Calloway County Red Cross - These questionnaires must be
office will be closed Thursday af- returned to the Veterans
Administration before Jan. 1 or the
check will not be issued.
An appointment should be made for
this assistance by calling 753-1421. Jean
Blankenship, Red Cross executive
secretary, will make arrangements for
those who are not physically able to
climb the Courthouse stairs to the third
floor. She will meet them in a first floor
office or make a home visit.
Dollar Continues To Rebound On
Strength Of Carter's Crash Moves
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The dollar
continued to rebound strongly on world
markets today in response to President
Carter's crash program to stem its
rapid loss of value overseas. But the
administration's satisfaction was
tempered by disappointing news in the
fight against inflation.
Wholesale prices — a harbinger of
future retail costs — leaped by 0.9
percent in October for the second
consecutive month, the Labor
Department reported. The advance
was led by a 1.7 percent jump in
wholesale food prices, equaling the rise
in September.
With inflation running at an annual
rate of nearly 10 percent, the ad-
ministration had been counting on price
gains to ease by the end of 1978. But the
October increase, if averaged out over
an entire year, would be about 1.1
percent. Wholesale prices last month
were 8.6 percent higher than the same
month in 1977.
In New York, the stock exchange
continued its upsurge in today's early
trading after it reacted to the pro-dollar
moves with the largest single-day gain
in s s ststory Wednesday. That day, the
Dow Jones industrial average rose 35.34
points to close at 827.78. -
In Tokyo, meanwhile, the dollar
soared by more that 4 percent over the
Japanese yen. The dollar had closed at
178.80 yen Wednesday, soared to 188 at
the opening of the foreign exchange
market, then slipped to close at 188.025
on the first day of trading there since
Carter's announcement.
The president's dollar rescue plan
includes higher interest rates, the
borrowing of $30 billion in foreign
currencies and an increase in U.S. gold
sales.
The Federal Reserve Board's in-
terest rate for loans it makes to
member banks was boosted by a nearly
unprecedented one percentage point, to
a record 9.5 percent, meaning that
higher interest rates are in store
throughout the economy.
The actions ultimately could make it
harder to buy a house. Savings in-
CAMINMREikkirrG-- ny-dignitatleS 170 contractors were present 'for
the groundbreaking this morning at the site of the city's new central garage
on Andrus Drive. Mayor Melvin Henley turned the first shovel of dirt. At-
tending the event were, left to right, Ruby Hale, councilman; Marshall
Jones, councilman; Rick Coltharp of Cottharp-Ladt, architect Tom tacit-ar-
chitect Stiller Dave Willis, councilman; W. R. Furches, councilman;
-aaude Vaughn of Claude Vaughn Plumbing; Dr. J.D. Outland, councilman;
.Marvin Thorn, sanitation department supervisor; Al Bellew of A-Bel
stitutions will find it harder to attract
deposits because other investments will
pay more interest. That means less
money available for mortgages and
higher rates for those that are
available. The government moves also
should make it easer to travel overseas
because, as the value of the dollar in-
creases, your money buys more in
foreign countries.
In another economic development,
the Commerce Department reported
adjusted figures showing that the U.S.
trade deficit — a major contributor to
the dollar's decline overseas — was
unchanged at $7.8 billion in the July-
September quarter.
In Europe, continuing sharp gains
that began Wednesday soon after
Carter's announcement, the dollar rose
dramatically against every major
European currency, and gold bullion
prices fell as demand for dollars rose.
In London, rates fluctuated rapidly,
but the mid-morning level was about
$1.9860 to the pound, compared to
Wednesday's close of $2.01. London gold
prices, which closed at $225 an ounce
Wednesday, opened today at $219.50,
but were back up to $222 875 by Mid-
morning.
Early dollar rates today on other
European .markets showed similar
gains..
The Agriculture Department
reported Tuesday that prices farmers
get for their products rose 1 percent in
October — an annual rate of 12 percent.
And economists at' Georgia State
University predicted overall wholesale
figures for OctoEser would at least equal
the September rise of 0.9 percent, which
translates to an annual rate of more
than 10 percent.
The October wholesale figures were
determined mostly before Carter an-
nounced his anti-inflation program last
week. Moreover, administration of-
ficials have said it is likely to be six
months to a year before the anti-
inflation moves begin having any
noticeable effect on government
statistics.
In New York, the initial stock market
See ECONOMY
Page I2-A, Column 3
Heating and C-noting; tarry Crock% of Crouch Construmm -C64-ibli Mar-
cum of Ladt-Marcum-Fuller, facility engineer; Steve Zea, city planner and
Jerry Wallace, sanitation department superintendent. The 8,000-square
foot garage will house offices, a storage area for central purchasing and
Tocsin to service city vehicles. The idea for the garage was originated in
1972. Completion date for the project is mid-April.
Staff Photo By. Debbie N. Let•
Grocery Prices Show Signs Of Being On
Upswing Again, Show Inflation Isn't Easing
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Food prices
show signs of rising again as President
Carter tries to convince unions his anti-
inflation plan will eventually steady
most prices.
The Labor Department was releasing
its October wholesale price report
today amid these signs that the in-
flatiga_ spiral is not easing:
—The Agriculture Department
reported Tuesday that prices farmers
get for their products rose 1 percent in
October, the second monthly increase
In a row.
—Forecasters at Georgia State
University who measure wholesale
price trends said food prices are con-
tinuing to rise rapidly.
Those economists cited September's
wholesale price rise of 0.9 percent — an
annual rate of more than 10 percent —
and said October's rate may have been
State Policeman Investigates Wreck,
Finds That His Own Father Is Victim
Hontas Garland, both of Paducah.
A brother, Bailey Barnett of Route 8,
Murray, survives, as do two grand-
children.
A retired custodian for Murray Post
Office, the deceased was a member of
Center Ridge Baptist Chureb. He was a
veteran" of World War II.
Services will be 2 p.m. Friday at Max-
iraspittrdilltilleuneral Home hi- Murrsijo—
• with burial In Murray City CerneterY.
at least that large. .
Consumers usually notice changes in -
wholesale prices within a few, months
as those gains make their way to the
- retail leveL In September, reflecting
earlier wholesale price increases, retail
prices rose an average 0.8 percent.
While,the Teamsters and United Auto
Workers unions have backed the
president!' plan of limiting inflation
through voluntary wage-price
guidelines, AFL-CIO President George
Meany strongly opposes the program.
There is no guarantee, Meany said,
inside today
that prices will moderate if wages are
kept down. He called the president's
approach "unfair and inequitable."
Yet Carter said Wednesday he
believes "the 3orking people" will
support his approach in place of the
mandatory wage and price controls
Meany wants.
"I believe there will be growing
cooperation ... from the working people
of our nation, and also of course the
organized labor movement itself," he
said.
Speaking via telephone to an anti-
Two Sections —20 Pages
What's it like riding on the team bus to an important
football game? Columnist M. C. Garrott found out when he
went along by bus with the Murray State University
Racers to Eastern Kentucky University at Richmond' last





Crossword   3-B
Dear Abby 3-B
Deaths & Funerals  12-A
Garrott's Galley 5-A
Horoscope 
Let's Stay Well 3-A
Inca! Scene- 2-A, 3-A, 4-A
Opinion Page 5-A
Sports • &A, 7-A
sunny and mild
Clear and cool tonight with
lows in the 19w to mid 40s. Mostly
sunny and a little warmer Friday
with highs in the mid 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecest
Partly sunny days and clear
nights Saturday through Monday.
Highs will range from-the mid Ms
to the low 70s. Lows will be
meetly in the 40s.
inflation forum in St. Louis, Carter said





A Hazel, Route 2, man, identified by
Murray State University security of-
ficers as Billy Lee Barnett, 30, is in the
Calloway County jail charged with
disorderly conduct following two in-
decent exposure incidents on the
campus Wednesday night.
According to Murray State Security
Director Joe Green, Barnett was ap-
prehended near Lovett Auditorium
shortly after a white man, clad only in
shoes and with a pair of shorts over his
head, had attempted to grab a woman
student crossing the campus
quadrangle area about 8 p.m.
Approximately 15 minutes later,
Green said, a man, clad in a similar
manner, was seen near the Waterfield
Library.
With campus security officers
already nearby investigating the
earlier incident, Barnett was seen;
chased teni apprehended by Jerome
Wilford, a student with the university's
Racer Patrol, Green said.
The Murray State security chief went
on to say that Barnett, when ap-
prehended, wes wearing shoes and
trousers. He was immediately placed in
custody, lodged in the county jail, a
• •
to be narrissi in additional charges,
Green said-
I.
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Calloway-Marshall Affiliate
of American Qiabetes
Association will meet" at First
Presbyterian Church at two
p.m. and seven p.m. with
'program by Jan Hough, .
registered dietitian.
Nondenominational Bible
Study will be held at Seton
Mall, North 12th Street, at 7:30
p.m. Public invited and each
is asked to brtng Bible.
.''Murray Women of the
*loose will meet at the lodge
%all at eight p.m.
North Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. with the
program to be by the Calloway
High Speech team.
InOpea house for parents andtereatecipersons—Wilne held
rat Calloway County High
fschool this evening:
Murray Civitan Club will
fielebrate its 20th birthday at
Its annual charter night ob-
.




will be presented at 8:15 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State, as a part of the Murray
Civic Music Association
concert series.
Craft Bazaar by Ladies
League, Immanuel Lutheran
Church. will be at Calloway
Public Library from nine a.m.
to five p.m.
Shopping for Seniar Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by nine a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11 : 30a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Coffees for Murray- State
University Women's Society
will be held at the home of
Masa Read with Edna'
Gowans as cohostess from
9:30 to eleven tam. and from
one to three p.m.
Golden Age Club is
scheduled to meet at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist- Church at twelve
noon.
Church Women United will
hold its World Community
Day program at the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m. with the
Rev. Dan Tucker as speaker.
Christmas Bazaar by Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will be at Com-
munity Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh




drive by Boy Scout Troop 77
will be held and call 753-3824
for pickup.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will inelude field trip
on Birds That Prey at Center
Station at one p.m.; Era of
Iron Revisited at Center
Furnace at two p.m.; Honker
by Moonlight at Center Station
at 7:30 p.m,.
Craft Bazaar by Ladies
League of Immanuel
Lutheran Church will be held
at Callovray • Public Library
from nine a.m. to three p.m.
Christmas Bazaar by
Alpha Delta of Beta Sigma Phi
will be at Community ROOM,
Federal Savings and Loan,
Seventh and Main Streets,
from nine a.m. to twelve noon.
Saturday, November 4
National Organization for
Women will hold its first -
meeting in Room 109, Carr
Health Building, Murray State
University, at four p.m. This
is open to both students and




















10:30 - Open 9:30
The Community Theatre Presents
"The Thieving Magpies"
Live And On Stage
Saturday, November 4
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will have
a garage sale from eight a.m.
to two p.m. at 701 South 16th
Street.
UM* of Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church will
sponsor a ham hocks and bean
supper at the church. Serving
will begin at five pin.
Horse Show, sponsored by
Murray State Horsemanship
Club, will be at Livestock
-Show and Exposition Center,




presented by Western Ken-
tucky Chapter of Society for
the Preservation and
Encouragement of Barber
Shop Quartet Singing in-
America, will be at Student
Center Auditorium-, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is $4.00 adults, $3.00
students.
Youth Hayride of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
start at the church at six p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Osmus
will be 'honored on their 35th
wedding anniversary with an
open house at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. John Cooper, Lynn
Grove, at two p.m.
Sunday, November 5
Mr. and Mrs. Taz H. Lamb
will celebrate their 25th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the fellowship
hall of the Brewers United
Methodist Church from two to
four p.m.
Lied Between the Lakes
activities will include Harvest
Fern at The Homeolace 183iL__en.
from  one -to- fOtir p-m4In-
C,elebratiod of Nature at
Center Sation at two p.m.;
Close Encounter at Silo
Overlook at six p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
had its installation of officers
for the coming year on
Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 7:30 p.m
at the Masonic Hall, Cold-
water Road, Murray.
Installing officer was June
Crider, Murray 433- assistant
installing officer, Sam
Jackson, Fulton City Star 41:
installing niarshall, Margo
Cromwell, Clinton Star 539:
installing chaplain, Judith
Jackson, Murray 433; in-
stalling organist, Hazel
Taylor, Fulton City 41; in-
stalling warder, Eunice
Henry, Murray 433i installing
a sentinel, a Charles 4ackson.
Murray 433:
Officers installed for the




Luncheons at the Calloway
County Public Library will
begin on Tuesday, Nov.. 7, at
12:00 noon in the meeting
room of the library.
The luncheon program for
Nov. 7 will feature a review of
the book Womenautd Money
given. by Emma ale Hutson,
local reviewer and dramatist.
She has recently reviewed the
book for audiences in several
other states and has been
widely acclaimed for her
expertise in the field of
business.
The meal, which will be
served promptly at 12:00, will
consist of Cajun Red Beans &
Rice, New Orleans French
Bread, and a Cafrot Cake
from a special New Orleans
recipe.
Mrs. Carolyn Adams -will be
an charge of the food with the
tire library staff a-,
with various tasks. The'ra -
will cost $1.00.
Reservations must be made
by Monday, November 6, as
there will be limited srtiag.
New sensational offer
8x10 COLOR PORTRAIT
• Choose from many new scenic backgrounds and poses
• Lent One per subsect two per tame, •
• friteitional portraits &violable r all sizes at reasonable prices
• Groups $I 25 each additional subject
• Persons Linder 18 must be accompanied by parent or guardiar
• (.ompleteer Anished portraits delivered at store
• Always friendly. professional service,
and- ntro ucing our unique
-Do-Image" portrait
;.hls prdesoonaV 'hoge poi, r Nriefiraung way, In
aaatt delftteni.t.a.4. ecsabona_a. tea ajiacey_
mobs 01 One person or *whale two dtftenenl.veni.44. ItarntAA Plnit'AtI and
r had rowan., let fp), V, of evc als •rvatr I at ewe. aIl oryot















Star points are Patricia




Elects; Joetta Black, warder;
Dee Lamb, sentinel.
Dorthy Elliott of Chapter
488, deputy grand matron, and
Richard Bellew; Clinton 539,
deputy grand patron, were
welcomed and introduced.
-Other worthy matrons and
worthy patrons welcqmed
were Martha Stephens, Clint
539, Ann Brent, Milburn 488,
Burlene Wrather, Temple Hill
511, Hensel Cashon, Clinton
539, Ortis Key, Clara Henrich









Whitehaven - 43, Memphis,
Tenn.
Five members who received
25 year pins were Josephine
Baker, Johnnie Mae Dodds,
Cecil Dodds, Lora Arnold, and
Maudie Armstrong.
VICKY HOLTON, left, chairman for the Christmas Bazaar of the Xi Alpha Delta Chap-
ter of Beta Sigma Phi, holds one of the many items to be on sale at the bazaar. On the
right are shown many of the other hand made items to be on sale. The bazaar-will be
held Friday from si* to nine p.m. and Saturday from nine asm 4e twelve noon at the
Community Room, Federal Savings and Loan, Seventh and Main Streets, Murray. _
HENSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Henson
of Benton Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Jesse
Lee, weighing seven pounds 12
ounces, born oraMonday, Oct.
23, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Sarah Burd. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Leaman
Henson of Benton Route Eight
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
Burd of Benton Route Three.
Due to • unexpected Pre-Christmas or-
derittg. I will be unable to accept orders
for custom frothing after -- Saturdav.
N' 4 )retu her
100 S.13111 153-5819
• Coriali Skapplinfl Gotta) - Rawl' •
I HUT ile,BRIA de A-141 IGwn













For crisp fall days pants
.and-sweaters are a must!
Regular to 1999 899
HALF SIZE SALE
Dresses and Pciittsuits.
Sizes 141/2 to 241/2
• 1/3 to 40% OFF!
CORDUROY PANTS
In new fall colors.




' Regular up to 1299 699
PULLON-PANTS —
Polyester for easy
care & comfort. 399Regular up to 1199
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Q: Mrs. M.L. writes that
she is concerned that her
daughter had a . breast.
biopsy for cancer in a
clinic rather than a' hoipi-
tal. The tumor proved to
be malignant, and she has
surgery in a day or so in a
hospital.
Mrs. M.L. asks, -I
thought that it is consid-
ered safer to have the
patient in the hospital and
to proceed at once with
surgery if the btopsied tis-
sue is malignant. As a
result of waiting several:
days, does my daughter
have a greater chance of a
recurrence of her breast
cancer?"
A: While cases have to
be individually considered
as to the likelihood of a
tumor being malignant, an
increasingly larger num-
ber of breast biopsies are
being done on an outpa-
tient basis now than irf
former years.
Local aTiesthesia usually_
is adequate. Often less
time is required away
from home or work. Also,
for those-tumors which are
found to be nonmalignant,
the cost is generally much
higher in a hospital than on
an outpatient basis.
It has been somewhat
traditional in the United
States to carry out breast
biopsies in a hospital under
general anesthetic and to
proceed at once with surgi-
cal removal of the breast if
the biopsy showed cancer.
However, evidence is lack-
ing that the short delay
between biopsy and breast
removal increases the risk 
of recurrence of the can-
cer. It is safe to have
surgery or other treatment
follow in a few &ifs.
Incidence of Homosex-
uality
Q: Ms. 0.6. wants to
know the inildence of
homosexuality and
whether it is on the
increase.
A: So far as I know, no
accurate figures on the
-incidence of homosexual-
ity in the--general popula-
tion are . known. Some
--_kekris-ago 19701 an article
wfts--piiblished in the Jour-
nal of the American' Medi-
cal Association which gave
an estimate of up to about 2
percent of the population. -
While homosexuality has
been more discussed in
reeent years, it Is Very
probably occurring at
about the same rate. r am
not aware of any studies to
the contrary.
SPECIAL SNArK
When you need a quick 'n.
easy snack during the
holidays, try these: split and
toast six English muffins.
Combine three-fourths cup of
chili sauce and one tablespoon
of Dijon-style mustard.
Spread a rounded
tablespoonful of this mixture
on each muffin half. Cut six
smoky link sausages into 16
pieces, each. Top each muffin
with eight slices. Cover them
with a three-inch square of
Swiss ' cheese.Broil until
cheese melts and bubbles,
about three minutes. That will
provide 12 zesty snacks.














Mary Linda Pace Is Wed
To Mr. Emerson At Church
The wedding of Miss Mary
Linda Pace, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.D. Pace, of 211 So.
11th Street and of Hales
Trailer Court, to Clifton David
Emerson, son of Clifton B.
Emerson of Murray, was
solemnized on Saturday,
October-7, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God.
The Rev. James M. Han-is
officiated at the double ring
ceremony read as the couple
stood beneath the white arch
'with a lighted cross in the
background. Baskets of white
carnation and blue daisies and
baby's breath were used on
each side of the arch. Blue
bows marked the family pews.
— A program of music was
presented by Mrs. Denise
Pace, organist, sister-in-law
of the bride, who wore a blue
gown, and Miss Rhoda Harris,
soloist, who wore a white gown
with blue ribbon trim and
matching cape. Selections for
Miss Hard were "If" and
,"Let It Be Me." The organist
played "God Knows," -You
Light Up My Life," "We've
Only Just Begun," and
traditional, wedding marches
for the processional and the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father, and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was radiant in a
formal length gown of white
chantilly lace. The fitted
bodice was richly adorned
with hand applied seed pearls.
Slim fitted sleeves were cuffed
with a narrow lace ruffle. The
fitted waist was enhanced by a
satin sash creating back with
streamers dipping down the
chapel length train.
A cathedral, length veil of
Bridal illusion encircled with
chantilly lace gracefully
__flowed from„...a,... lace and
pearled camelot. profile cap.
Her bridal bouquet was of
white roses, blue daisies,.
white carnations,and baby's
breath, with blue streamers
tied with love knots.
Now In Progress At
The
Shoe Loft
Formerly Grace's Thom hicAn
Mr. and Mrs: Clifton David Emerson
Miss Sherry Lee Stone,
roommate of the bride, serves
as her maid of honor. She wore
a radiant formal length gown
of light blue with a light
flowered blue tape trimmed in
ivory lace, ivith a white floppy
hat with trim that matched the
cape.
She carried a small bouquet
of blue carnations and white








John Stubblefield of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
VISIT IN EAST
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown
recently visited Mr. and Mrs,
Elva Bailey of Bowie, Md.
They made the trip by air-
plane. Points visited by the
two couples while there In-
cluded a tour of the Goddard
Space Flight Center where
Mr. Bailey is employed, a tour
of Usa,White House and.other
places in- Washington, D. C.,




Vernon, Va., and many other
scenic and historical points of
interest.
BEST WHIPPING
Should you use a china or
metal bowl for whipping
cream? It doesn't matter. But
the bowl should be narrow and
deep enough so the beaters are
submerged about one-half in
the cream for proper whip-
ping. And, of course, cream,
bowl and beaters should be
chilled for best results.
law of the groot1r7 was chosen
as best-man. The groom, best
man, father of the bride,
ringer-bearer, and the ushers
all wore light: blue tuxedoes
trimmed in dark blue. They
each wore a white rose
boutonniere.
The flower girl was Darla-
;Culver, cousin of the bride, -
who wore a light satin blue
, dress trimmed in ivory lace,
and carried a white basket ,
with blue ribbon. She dropped
white rose petals on the path
,of the bride. The ushers were
Marc Darnell and Michael
Pace, brother of the bride.
Master James Christopher
Davis, nephew of the bride,
served as ring-bearer. He
carried the rings on a heart
shaped satin pillow overlaid
with ivory—lace and white
streamers tied in love knots.
Mrs. Brenda K. Davis,
sister of the bride, presided at
the register at the guest stand
with wee ribbon j.ied_
with love knots. Mrs. Davis
wore a light blue satin gown
with matching cape, trimmed
 iaivory lace-anda white-daisy
corsage. Rice bags of net tied
with blue ribbons were
distributed.
Mrs. Pace, mother of the
bride, wore a light flowered
blue gown with white trim-
ming and had a double white
daisies corsage. The bride's
grandmother, Mrs. Frank
Pace, wore a blue dress, with
a white daisy corsage. Mrs.
Juanita Harris directed the
wedding.
Reception
Following the reremony the—
reception was held in the
church fellowship hall.
The tables were covered
with blue cloths overlaid with
ivory lace and adorned with a
centerpiece of golden can-
delabrum with lighted can-
dies, and with single can-
delabrum to match.
The three tiered wedding
cake decorated with blue
roses and light green border
was topped with the bride and
i.room statuette and shaped in
a heart of ivory lace trimmed
in white pearls. Green punch
was served from a crystal
punch bowl. Nuts and mints
were also served in matching
rystaldishes.
Hostesses for the reception
iA ere: Pat Mitchuson,
margaret Garner, and Neva
llopkins who wore blue and
ixeen dresses, with white
'.alsy corsages.
After the reception the
ouple went to Ken-Oaks
resort for the weekend and are
now residing in their mobile
home at Hale's Trailer Court,
Murray.
Out of town guests included
me. and Mrs. Dave and Linda
Kelly and family, Granite
City, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs.
lonald Thompson, I .ouisville.
COLD SHEET .
tre -enoiti 1111111intiiallid_lei will keep
ielr shape better if you-place
-heiti On a cold cookie sheet?,
HERBERT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Hebert,
South Side Manor part-
meats, Murray, ée the
parents of a baby bey, Justin
Lee, weighing seven pounds
six ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Thursday, Oct.
12, at 6:19 p.m. at the Murray-
Callovtay County Hospital,
They have another son,
Jason, 15 months. The father
is employed at Parker Pop-
corn Company, and the
mother is on leave from Sager
Glove Company.
GrandParenta_art. Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Jole Chadwick and
Shirley Kurtz, all of Murray..
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Herlie Chadwick,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Austin,
Mrs. Pauline Griffey, and
Robert Griffey.
Christmas Portraits




Call For Your Appointment
\MC!!
We also have a large selection of
frames, and, now have one day film
processing.
Free Parking In Rear
The fabulous look of new Fall dresses is in
abundance at Bright's. From morning 'til night
you'll-step lively in the newest styles. The
junior and missy will always find that perfect dress
at Bright's! Sizes 5 to 13 and 6 to 20; 32.,00 to 78.00
SMITS
elby's approach
to the ankle boot:
Da:Imo:Ai-ea I ly
.Different!
It's the new, shorter ankle boot
in lavish leather with a paneled
stocked heel. It's so dashingly
Selby! !Drockat 49.00.
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• Kathy Harding and
ge Ligon have completed
for their wedding on
'day, Nov. ,3,, at seven p.m.
the new chapel of the First
4aptist Church of Murray.
-;. The Rev. Glenn Morris Orr,
.•eusin of the bride-elect, will
tre
rform the double ring
mony. Mrs. Glenda
irnore and Mrs. Oneida
'te will present the music.
The bride-elect has chosen• *
r. Regina Cook Stephenson
. her matron of honor.
bridesmaids will be Miss
Robbie -Hardirtg,-eoasin of the
bride-elect, Lynn Pace, and
Kathy Todd.
The groom-elect has chosen
Van Stubblefield as his best
pin. Groomsmen will be
&uny Dodson, Palmer
tfopkins, and Bill Ligon,
*other of the groom-elect.
kGuests will be ushered by
tan Darnell. Loyd McClure,
acid Mike,WiLson.
Wiss Sandra Stark and Mrs. •
farnmy Smith will register
ttie guests. Miss Tiffany
Duncan will pass out rice
togs. The wedding will be
directed by Mrs. Judy
Paschall, eousin of the bride-
elect.
A reception will follow in tht
Fellowship Hall of the church
All friends and relatives art
invited to attend the weddim
and the reception.
SIMS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G.
Sims, 2694 Tanner ,Court,
Lexington, are the parents of a
baby -boy., Scott Auatin.
weighing eight pounds 14'n*
ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Tuesday, Oct. 3, at
5:03 a.m. at the Central
Baptist Hospital, Lexington.
The father is an economist
with the Legislative Research
Commission in Frankfort, and
the mother, the former Sherry
Williams, is with the Fayette
County School System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe R. Sims and Mr. and
Mrs. Oren L. Williams, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Clarenee




*Pant Suits Pants 8 Tops



















FALL FASHIONS were modeled at the annual meeting of the Calloway County
Homemaker Association held Oct. 31 at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. Mrs. Jerry
Bolls was pianist. In the top photo, left to right, are Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, narrator,
Mrs. Jim Stahler, Mrs. Dan Winters, Mrs Ola Outland, and Mrs.ituby Kelly. In the bot-
tom photo are, left to right, Mrstbrent Butterworth, Mrs. Cliff Campbell, Mrs. Arlie






' Boggess Baby Girl
<Carolyn), Rt. 1,13exter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Donna C. McWane, Bx.
76. liardth, Daryl A. Eldridge,
- 1 Bx. 3411, Murray, Mtil:
Jewell D. Skinner', Rt. 3 Bx.
394, Cadiz, Mrs. Terri C.
Werner and Baby Boy, 620
Maple Ave., Mayfield, Mrs.
Lucille Spiceland, 2726
--Atialeniy- Deal bui (1, MJt
Mrs. Dorothy S. Gibson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
  A. Robertson, Hwy.
.641 N. Paris, Tenn., Peggy S.
Autry, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Deborah S. Herbert and Baby
Boy, S. Side Manor Apt. E,
Murray, Mrs. Joan K. Hutson
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., Michael A.
Bucy, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Evelyn C. Jones, 820 Sha Wa
Circle, Murray, Wavel W.
Riley, No. 24 Hoirday Tr. Ct.,
Benton, Mrs. Elizabeth
Marshall, Bx. 146, Hazel,
James L Nanee,P.O. Bx. 27,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Thelmer
D. Rudolph, 713 Sycamore,
Murray, Roy J. Schroeder, 404"
Franklin, Paris, Tenn., Miss
Beatrice G. Lewis, Rt. 7,
Murray, Hureal Murphy, Rt.
7, Mayfield,. Ira W. Deep






(Teresa), Rt. 7 Murray, Hill
Ailalay Girl (Debbie), 501-
Lynnwood Ct. Murray.
DISMISSALS
Nicholas W. McClain, at. 1
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Mrs.
Antha G. Tolbert and Baby
--Boy- at. I. BeMen; Mrs.
Vickie L. Driver, Rt. 1,
Kirk.sey, Mrs. Judy C. Curd,
A•0 Coach--Estates, Murray,
Mrs. Joyce A. Gordon and
Baby Boy, 2109 Brookhaven,
Murray, Mrs. Annette Collie,
Rt. 5, Benton, Tony L. Beard,
Rt. 8 Green Acres Tr. Ct. No.
5, •Murray, Mrs. Sharon L
Gibson, Rt. 2 Bx. 98 Murray,
Mrs. Vickie J. Jones Rt. 1 Box
251 Mayfield, Willie M. Lane,
Rt. 3, Murray, Rupert A.
Parrish, Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs.
Evie R. Todd, 1301 Vine
Murray, Mrs. Martha E.
Wtrnberley, 309 Powell Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Florianna Wright,
528 Broad Murray, Mrs. Mary
L. Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 256
• Murray, Mrs. Mary N.
Paschall, Rt. 2 Paris, Tenn.,
Trellis-Stone, Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs.
Carrye V. Hughes, 311 S. 13th





Mrs. Joan F. Simmons, Bx.
1263 Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Bonita
B. Doughty and Baby Boy, Rt.
1 Farmington, Gretchen A-
Spiceland, Rt. 2 Hazel, Mayda
L. Gregory, Rt. 1 Bx. 189
Benton, Mrs. Anne Flood, 1310
Wells Blvd. Murray, Mrs.
Mildred 4- Allen, Rt. 2
Springville, Tenn., Debra G.
Moravec, P. 0. Bx. 101 Hazel,
John C. Webb. 628 Bolden
Paris Tenn., Mrs. Debris A.
Williams, Rt. 1 . Bx. 117
Springville, Tenn., W. P. Hurt,
Rt. (Murray, Earl L. Gordon,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Robert V. Isbell
911 Waldrop Murray, Mrs.
Vera Heater, 1604 Hermitage
Murray, Gaylon Trevathan,
Rt. 7 Murray, Mrs." Helen L.
Wright, Rt. 5 Paris, Tenn.,
Valdy M. Rowlett, New
Concord, Mrs. Suanita B.
Ratz, Bx. 243 New ,Concord,
Mr Or Milburn riir
Wottetil (expired) 211
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen
Calloway Homemakers Meet
With Dr. Quick As Speaker
"A World To Share" was the
theme of the annual meeting
of the Calloway County
Homemaker Association held
Tuesday, Oct. 31, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with the county president,
Mrs. N. P. Cavitt, presiding.





vice, was the guest speaker.
He rentered - his -thoughts-
around the subject, "Always
Work On Self."
He was introduced by Jean
Cloar, county agent in home
economics here. Mrs. -Tony -
Montgomery gave the
devotion and closed with the
reading of the club creed.
Mrs. Dan Bazzell, county
vice-president, recognized
Mrs. Bill Wrather of the
Harris Grove Club as having
been a member for 38 years;
Mrs. Clifton E. (Clovis) Jones
of the South Pleasant Grove
Club as not having missed a
homemakers-- club meeting
since 1951; and members
having 100 per cent at-
tendance in 1977-78.
Fall fashions from the
various stores in Murray and
Calloway County and also
some made by members were
modeled by Mrs. Brent
Butterworth, Mrs. Jim
Stahler. Mrs. Dan Winters,
Mrs. Ola Outland, Mrs. Ruby
Kelly, Mrs. Cliff Campell,
Mrs. Arlie Scott, Mrs. Billy
Paschall, and Mrs. Ronnie
Jackson.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth
was the narrator and Mrs.
Jerry Bolls was the pianist for
the fashion show.
Elected as secretary-
treauturer for the county
organization for the coming
year was Mrs. Jim Stahler to
Splendid — S:4.t
.
Thick and lovely plush
100% Anso• nylon pile Soft















Iridescent cut and loop. 
 $
100% Ansa' nylon ;kir with
Scotchgarcr anti-stot 12 colors.
Another World — sues
Shimmery, cloud-like
sculptured design. 100% Ansa*
nylon pile. 20 colors.
09 4.9,
mg 513 99
succeed Mrs. Sherrill Gargus
who has served for two years.
Mrs. Alfred Taylor was
chairman of the nominating
committee.
Various reports were given
by Mrs. Tony Montgomery,
cultural arts; Mrs. Modena
Butterworth, clothing and
textiles; Mrs. Ronnie
Jackson, family life; Mrs. Jim
Stahler, food and nutrition;
Mrs. Ernest Madrey, issues
and concerns; Mrs. Lloyd
Jacks, health; Mrs. Durwood
Beatty, home furnishings;
Mrs: Arlie Scott, 4-H. Mrs.
Jimmy Herndon, home
management, was absent due
Arrangements of roses,
prepared and furnished by
Mrs. Clifton E. (Clovis) Jones,
were used on the tables. They
were later given to various
persons to take to the sick and
shutins. About 75 persons were
present.
Teachers At Math Meet
Four.. m,embera of the
Integrated Science-
Mathematics-Education
-Project (ISMEP) attended the
recent National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics
regional conference in




mathematics, along with Dr.
Arvin Crafton, an associate
professor in the Department
of Professional Studies, Molly
-Boggess, an elementary
teacher and coordinator of the
field component for ISMEP,
and Maura Yoo, assistant
director of ISMEP, presented
a slide program.
They discussed the program









•••• •• S.• •• ••
11•••••••••••••••••••
U.S. 641 South, between Hazel & Midway
Formerly Nesbitt's Fabric Shop)
Selection of Cottons, calicos and other
fabrics for craft works or for home
sewing. Dolls old and new for collectors
New dolls to dress as gifts and an array
of doll accessories, shoes, socks, etc. We
also have handmade gifts.
Hours: Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. -
Wed. open 12 noon to 5:30 p.m. - Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 4:00
ALSO ON SALE!









Low profile, cut n loop
Balcony 100% nylon pile.
9 colors.
Toecany —
Soft saxony 100% Anse
nylon pile. Protected with
Scotchgarcr 12 colors.
Choose from ver 1200 patterns in 11 S-W books.
Includes washable. strippable. scrubbable.
pre-pasted. fabric-backed patterns.
-Sale $2.06 — $20.21 single roll
reg. $2 75 — $26.95 (packaged in double rolls)
See our hundreds of in-stock wallcovering
patterns — ready to.take home!
(not available at all stores)
Trendsetter Print Collection —




Padding and expert installation extra
Sale ends Nov 6
Sale ends
Nov. 20
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It was my privilege last weekend, at
the invitation of Murray State football
coach Mike Gottfried, to accompany
the Racers to Richmond for the game
Saturday with Eastern Kentucky.
Auburn Wells also was invited and
planned to make the trip until he caught
a cold. Not wishing to expose the team
to it, he begged off.
We left Stewart Stadium Friday at
8:30 a.m., 67 people in all — players,
coaches, trainexa and me — in two big
Brooks Lines buses, each with 165
gallons of gasoline aboard and a
cruisieg range of 1,000 miles.
'Driving the lead bus was Jim
Albright, a lfilear Brooks _veteran
fromPaducah. Breaking down his tail
pipe the entire trip was the second with
Pat Rowland, 317 Woodlawn, Murray,
at the wheel. Mr. Rowland, whose
daughter, Patsy Dyer, is secretary to
Murray President C.W. Curris, retired
recently after driving buses for 41
years. They keep calling him back for
special trips.
Mike always asks for Jim and Mr.
Rowland for the team's trips, because
"they are strictly business, good
drivers and keep the schedule."  
In recent years, the offensive team
and its coaches rode on one bus and the
defensive unit and 'ts coaches in the
other, but Mike prefers to mix therm up.
Everyone knows upon which bus he'll
ride, but there are no assigned seats.
Vernon Broadnax, the Racers' 400-
pound tackle, has two seats to himself,
as does Danny Lee Johnson, the team's
No. 4 ground gainer in the nation among
the Class 1-AA schools.
Precisely at the announced departure
time, Albright looks at Mike, seated in a
front seat, gets the nod and the door
slams shut. Anyone not aboard simply
• is left behind. No one was, You'd think
you were traveling with a group of
senior citizens, so punctual are the
players to board their buses. No one
rugs the risk .of being left.
+++
• Four non-stop hours later, we were in
Bardstown for lunch at Jones'
Restaurant, the place where the owners
display 15 baby pictures above a plaque
which reads: "15 Reasons Why You
Should Eat Here."
Linebacker Coach John Sullivan is
the -business manager," making all
the transportation, meal and motel
arrangements when the. team travels.
This trip cost about $3,000, but with
more than 19,000 in the stands at
Eastern, the trip, no doubt, was self-
sustaining .
John had them ready for us with
---,tables set. As soon as the blessing was
—aaid and theplayers sealed in cidne the
food — fried chicken, potatoes, green
beans and hot tolls, topped off with.
apple pie. Thirty minutes after
arrival, all had finished, were
their buses and we were he





, we were in
e the team was to
ght at the Ramada Inn.
minutes all the room keys had
handed out, and the players were
their rooms, changing into warm-up
suits for a 30-minute unlimbering
workout on the Henry Clay High School
football field some 15 minutes away and
spongy from a recent rain.
After a 6:45 p.m. buffet dinner, for
which the players appeared neatly
dressed and in ties, they quickly
disappeared away into their rooms for
the night. No horse play in the halls; no
running and yelling. No nothing — just
peace, quiet and rest. You would never
have known they were there. Lights
were out at 10:30 p.m.
++ -*-
Saturday about 9:15 a.m., the boys
began to gather quietly in the lobby for
their 30-minute, customary devotional.
To me, this was-the most moving and
impressive experience of the trip.
After an opening prayer, beautifully
led by Cecil Wolberton, the big, 231-
pound senior center from Memphis,
All the widows stood weeping
showing the coats and garments which
Dorcas made when she was with them.,
— Acts 9:39.
What a memorial service for a
woman full of "good works and alm-
sdeeds!" What will folks cry about
when you are gone Or will they'
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor Ft Gene McCutcheon
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offensive co-ordinator Dan Walker, a
devout Christian, led the brief service,
playing his guitar and leading the team
in a special version of the old hymn,
-Love Lifted Me."
Two scriptures, taken from I Samuel
and relating David's slaying of Goliath,
were read, each player following the
words from a mimeographed sheet at
their plates. The first was read by Brad
Johnson, a 220-pound freshman
defensive tackle from MAnsfiekl, Ohio.
David Reagan, the 214-pound senior
defensive end from Dresden, Tenn.,
read the second.
Then for 15 minutes, Coach Walker
told how Mountains c.01Lbe moved bY
faith and the love of God He likened the
team to David and Eastern — the
conference leader — to the Philistine
giant.
"With faith in God, his principles and
his word, we listen, believe and do," he
said, "There's nothing-magic about it —
just concentration, faith and action.
With unity of purpose. faith in ourselves
and dedication to the task before us, the
victory can be ours." The service ended
with the team singing a couple verses
from "The Battle _HYMR__0( The
Republic."
Then it had breakfast — steak,
scrambled eggs, hash browns and
toast. It was to last them throughout the
day.
+++
Later, at Eastern's Hanger Field, I
stood by, a silent observer, while they
dressed for the game. I watched and
listened while Mike and his staff made
play adjustments at halftime with the
Racers on top 15-14. I heard them pray
together again before taking the field
for the second half, and I saw how
crushed and disappointed they were
after the three-point loss.
, You couldn't, help but be proud of
them, being associated with them and
• having them represent Murray State.
They took the loss like the men they are
as they showered and dressed for the
long ride back to Murray.
By 11:30 p.m., we were unloading at
Stewart Stadium, and those _9( . the
players who didn't have girl friends
waiting, melted into the darkness,
headed for their dorms.
The next afternoon, they were back at
it, easing out the aches from the bruises
absorbed the day before. Then Monday
it was back to serious wor
preparation for Austin Pe
Saturday.,Mike and the p





have the most explosive
team Eve seen in the 10 years
been at Murray. In time, 'Mike and
his staff will have it all together —
offense, defense and kicking. Of that
I'm confident.
They're a fine bunch of fellows. You'd
be proud of them. I know I am'.
10 Years Ago
The Silvertone Sisters of Kirksey
composed of Teresa Joseph, Emily
Ross, Darlene Oliver, Gale Broach, and
Stacy Adams wen second place in the
junior division of the First District
Farm Bureau Talent Show held at
Kentucky Dam Village.
Deaths reported include Hill Gard-
ner.
Owners of dogs who were winners in
the Field Trial held by the Hardin Field
Trial Club and the Hardin Conservation
Club include Charles Bennett, Ferrell
Miller, Dan Miller, Charles
McReynolds, Fleetwood Crouch, and
Gordon Crouch.. .
ears Ago
All concrete has been poured in the
street widening pioject on the court
square and the ground has been shaped
to began setting up the forms for the
sidewalks just inside the curb.
The home of D. J. McKinney just off
Highway 99 East was destroyed by fire
:he night of Oct. 31.
Births reported include a girl,
Margaret Ruth, to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Thomas McElrath on Oct. 24.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to Hopkinsville 20 to 13 in a football
game played in the rain at Hopkin-
sville.
The Cover Crop Honor Roll for
Calloway County now has the names of
55 county farmers entered on it, ac-
cording to Clarence Mitchell, assistant
counts/ agent. Seeding will continue
until Dec. 1.
Deaths reported include John W.
(Woodard) Hicks.
_ Jo Crawford, daughter of Mr. arid
Mrs. Joel Crawford of Lynn Grove, has
received her pin for five years of ser-
vice as a stewardess with the United
Air lines, San Francisco, Calif.
Miss Sue Futrell was married to John
Corbin, son of Mr. 'entt--Mrs. O. M.
•
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MEAT MAKES THE MEAL
THERE'S NO FINER MEAT THAN OWENS BES
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Season At Winless Todd County
4.0110"
Brad Wells (40) reaches for Tilghman ball carrier Geoff Pope during Murray High's 291.4 loss to Tilghman last week. Also shownis Craig Johnson (65). The Tigers, 3-5, face Todd County Central Friday for a game with the Rebels that closes the season forboth teams.











































Bo Reed 609 4.5
Thomas Kendall 170 - 3.4
Mike Hibbard 31 74 2.4
NickSerift_ 17 39 2.3
run Foster 5 -19 378
Albert Ball 6 4 .7
gddie Requarth 1 0 0
grad Wells 1 -4 -4.0
Rich Rollins 48 -50 -1.0
Passing
Comp Att. bd. Yds. Pct, TPC
Rich Rollins 29 70 9 401 .410 13.8

































































































































FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES




Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc,
INSURANCE-MONDS- REAL ESTATE 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Todd County's 0-10 record
this season won't have any
adverse effects on the Murray
High football team, primarily
because of last year, says
Tiger coach John finis.
Murray, 5-4 and needing a
&tory to assure a winning
mark last season, was bombed
21-0 by the Rebels. Too many
players remain on this year's
squad, say k Hine, for his team
to forget that defeat
"We need a victory," Hina
said of the 7:30 p.m. contest.
Friday In...Elkton. -and they.
need a victory. Neither of us
needs any more incentive than
that."
The Tigers, 3-5, can close
their season within a game of
the .500 mark in won-lost
percentage. They had cap-
tured two straight '7-0 over
Trigg and 14-7 over Hopkin-
sville - before falling to
Paducah Tilghman 29-14 at Ty
Holland Stadium last week.
"We had some of the best
blocking, best efforts and best
execution we've had all
season," Hine said. "Our only
disapointment is that we
failed to win."
Though Hine is assured of
his worst season record-wise,
Todd Central would likely love
to own three victories - or
even A victory.
The Rebels, among their 10
defeats, have came close to
winning - or not losing, in
their case - three times. They
dropped decisions of 14-12, 8-0
and 14-7 to Butler County,
Russellville and Trigg County,
respectively.
Murray and Todd have had
three common opponents.
Todd lost 49-10 to Heath, 31-7 to
Caldwell County and. 14-7 to
Trigg County.
The Tigers fell 204 to Heath
and 18-6 to Caldwell, but edged
Trigg County 6-0 on a fourth-
quarter touchdown.
Other Rebel losses have
heen to Warren East (34-0),
Marshall County (32-7),
Webster County (434), Fort '
Campbell (45-14) and
Christian County le26-7).
-We have a tremendous
amount of respect for Todd,
regardless of their record,"
said Hina. "And if our kids
don't, then Todd won't be
winless after Friday."
Hina noted some resem-
blances between the Tigers
and Todd Central. "They
seem to have been hurt by the
big play, as we have, this
season. They're a young club
and, like us, they've - made
some mistakes expected of a
young football team."
Fullback Bo Reed enters the
contest with a 76.1. yartle
game average rushing, more
than 50 yards more a game
than the next Tiger runner
Thomas Kendall (24.3(.
Quarterback 'Rich Rollins
has completed 41 percent of
his passes (29-70) but has
tossed nine interceptions.
Kendall leads Murray in
reeetions with eight, but Kevin
Vaughn's five catches have
been for a whopping 31.6
average gain.
Reed has caught four for 28
yards. He tossed a halfback
pass against achman that
went for a touchdown.
• Nick Swift averages 30.1
yards on 37 punts, and Kendall
has booted five for 33.2 a try.
Murray has outgained its
opponents through the air -
434-302 - but the real
disparity comes on the
ground. The Tigers have been
outrushed 1640-773.
. The Murray defense has
limited opponent qua r-
-terbaeks. to only 18 • pass
completions in 48 attempts (38
percent).
---- t'"I'm happiest with ffie-- fact
that our kids have never given
up, not eveft last -week," said
Hina. "With only a minute or
so left, they. were still playing
as if they had a chance to
win."
"Todd County doesn't look
like a winless team on their
films. They have played some
top-notch opponents and have
some good players," Hine
said.
"But our practices have been
looking very good, and it IS
the last gaihe of the season. I
look for a good performance
from this team Friday."
Samoa Itestolts
!Array.. 16, Reidland 0
Murray 5, Lake County 14
Murray 15, Mayfield 35
Murray 6, Hesth 20
Murray 6, Caldwel118
Murray 6, Trigg County 0
Murray 14, Hopkinsville 7
Murray 14, Tilghman 29
Meyer Beaten I,
BUENOS RIFLES, Argentina
- Top-seeded Renata Mar-
sikova of Czechoslovakia beat
Carrie Meyer 6-0, 7-5 to reach
the quarter-finals in the River
Plate tennis championships.
Is now open for business!
We handle all types of auto body repair. Backed by
12 years of body work experience, our specialty  iiin-
surance work. If you have-need orauto-body work
come by. and see our shop and let us give you an
estimate.
isarriett7 s Body Shop
MIKE BARNETT OWNER-OPERATOR



















































































































, 7-5 to reach
in the River
pionships.
The Racer Club will hold
its regular weekly meeting
in the Racer Room of !toy
Stewart Stadium tonight at
7 pm.
A taped inteview with
Austin Peay mach Boots
The Calloway County
Athletic Boosters Club will football trophy will be
hold its November meeting
m the cafeteria of the high presented te the winner. of
School Sunday at 2 p.m. the county championship.
Murray State faces the
Governors in a 1:30




Plans For '80 Games
NEW YORK — Dave
Gavitt's role as United
States basketball coach in
the 1.960 Olympics has the
allegorical touch of David
meeting Goliath.
"It will probably be our
toughest assignment yet,"
says the distinguished
Pr,ovidence coach whowill 
"We can't be too proc-
cupied with THEIR
strengths," Gavitt noted
Wednesday night at a
special reception here
honoring his- appointment.
Murray High guard Dwight McDowell grabs the jersey of quarterback Owentin Marshall in the
Tigers foss to Tilghman that dropped their record to 3-.5. Murray closes its season at Tatidtsit.—
tral Friday.
Philadelphia Wins Another Close One,
But Fans Don't Seem Too Interested
By the Associated Press
,The Philadelphia 76ers
haven't been getting as much
backing from their fans as
they'd like this year. But
they're proving it's what's up




around the league, I guess,"
Erving said Wednesday night
after the 76ers fashioned a 116-
115 National Basketball
Association victory, over the
San Antonio Spurs.
The no-shows — there were
6,000 empty seats at the
Spectrum — missed another
thriller typical of the 76ers'
season so far. Cliff-hangers
have become a way of life for
Philadelphia, currently on a
five-game winning streak.
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
Boston Celtics beat the
Chicago Bulls 118-112; the
-Golden State Warriors
defeated the Houston Rockets
112-105; the Washington
)3ullets whipped the Indiana
Pacers 124-113; the New
Jersey Nets walloped the
Milwaukee Bucks 131-110 and
the Kansas City Kings stopped
the Cleveland Cavaliers 1=-
107:
Two free throws by Bobby
Jones with 1:22 left to play led
philadelphia's comeback
:Irictory. The 76ers, in first
place in the Atlantic Division
with a 6-1 record, twice trated
by 11 points in the fourth
quarter.
Cetics 118,Sulls 112
Nate Archibald scored 25
points to lead Boston over the Warriors from Houston as Nets 131, Bucks 110 the second half, but Kansas
Chicago. Trailing 71-69 late in partial compensation when Bernard King scored 29 City scored the next 10 points.
the third quarter, the Celtics the Rockets signed former points and the backcourt
appeared to be in trouble when Golden State star Rick Barry, tandem .of Eric Money and
center Dave Cowens shoved had eight assists in the first John Williamson combined for
referee Jack Madden and was quarter alone as Golden State 42 more to lead streaking New
ejected from the game. edged ahead 8-26 at the end of Jersey over Milwaukee. The
But Boston, led by the period, victory, the fifth in .a row for
Archibald and Don Chaney, Bullets 124, Pacers 113 the Nets, improved their
opened_ up a 9545-lea4. with. Kevin_ CiTeti.ey. ..acorocLJA.,.___r000rtil to 774.,thelsc4.start
eight minutes left. Chicago points to help Washington- their three-rear NBA history.
never threatened Boston snap a five-game losing.streak Kings 122, Cavaliers 107
again, failing to come within by defeating Indiana. The Bill Robinzine scored 23
seven points the rest of the Bullets took a 38-26 first- points and led a thistkluastes
game. period lead and never trailed, surge to lead Kansas City over
Warriors 112, Rockets 105 Washington, the defending Cleveland. Robinzine hag 11
John Lucas scored 26 points NBA charnpton, had seven points in the third quarter
and passed out 15 assists men in double figures. Hayes when Kansas City outscored
against his former teammates had 23 points and Mitch Cleveland 38-24.
as Golden State defeated Kupchak and Torn Henderson Jim Brewer's basket gave
Houston. Lucas, who went to had 17 apiece. Cleveland a 50-49 lead to open
NFL Officials Not Concerned
With Low Television Ratings
By HOWARD SMITH of broadcasting.
AP Sports Writer ."We don't feel this is the
If the early returns mean time for deep concern about
anything, television has not over-exposure or anything
been getting its money's worth else," says Pinchbeck. "We
out of its new contract with the don't feel this is the right time
National Football League. to make a definitive
Pro football ratings are assessment. We've still got a
down slightly on NBC, down lot of games to go and this is
more than slightly on CBS and the time of year when hard-
barely up on AB( t core interest in football takes
Is this the end of the TV hold."
sports explosion? Has over- Through the first half of this
exposure finally caught up expanded pro football season,
with the NFL? Is there panic CBS has been averaging a 13.2
in high places? rating, meaning 13.2 percent
Hardly, according to Val of TV homes are watching the
Pinchbeck, the NFL's director network's pro games. That's
NUBBARD-LIBERTY INTERWOVEN JOHN HENRY- EL TORO BRAVO-HICKOK ADLER -LEViS
We at the King's Den are celebrating 6 years in
business because of you our customers.
Thanks to you we have grown and expanded each
year. We'd like to say thank-you with a
Thank-You Murray
For 6 Great Years
• il1r.10K ADLEN-LEVIS-GRAIS-JANTZEN- BURLINGTON KENNINGTON CLUBMAN-BROOKFIELD /
down 10 percent from last
season at this time.
NBC is averaging an 11.3
rating, down three percent,
for the same time period.
ABC's Monday night football,
the only prime time offering of
the three, is averaging 21.1.
That is up just one percent
over last season, but ABC is
quick to point out that last
season was a record for the
series.
These numbers, in the first
year of the NFL's astounding
four-year contract with the
networks for an estimated
;656 million, are not exactly
disastrous, but any time there
is slippage in pro football —
the flagship of TV sports — it
is worth noting. There could
be a trend developing here.
Then again, football interest
generally goes up as the
season moves toward the
playoffs.
Pinchbeck points out that
the NFL began two weeks
earlier than usual this season
and ran into a couple of hot
baseball races and some mild
late-summer weather that
lured fans outside and away
from their TV sets. Things will
get better, he says, and no one
at the NFL is worried. -
With a contract like the one
the NFL is enjoying, why
worry?
NC executives are pleased
with ratings on the World
Series but would have been
even more delighted if there
'had been a seventh game
which, they feel, would have
sent the ratings through the
roof.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sabscrierers who Imre not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray le.ger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 330 p.m. on Satyr-
days ore urged to cell 753 1916
between 5:30 p.m end 6 p.m.,
Menelay-friday, or 330 p.m.
and 4 .nt. Satardays, to insert
delivery a( the pow:paper. CeNs







football, Penn State and
Maryland come to grips
Saturday in the -college
"Game of the Week."
Navy — undefeated and
unappreciated — also sticks
its periscope out of the water
in a match against defending
national champion Notre.
Dame. Some rumblings in the





.755. Season: 264-97, .731.
Penn State 27, Marylaind I8:
The No.2 Nittany Libns move
quicker and hit harder than -
the No.5 Terrapins.
Notre Dame 21, Navy 7: A
salute to Coach George Welsh
and his gritty Midshipmen,
but the Irish get there "fustest
with the mostest."
Oklahoma 38, Colorado 20:
The Sooners' Billy Sims finds
little wind resistance in the
mile-high Rockies':
Alabama 35, Mississippi
State 14: The Bulldogs have
shown they can explode, but
it's hard to explode in a Bear-
trap.
Nebraska 42, Kansas 19:
The Cornhuskers' offensive
line, led by- Kelvin Clark, is
strong enough to move a
RAIN CHECK — If we sell out of your size we will Issue you
a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
• Up to S quarts 10 30
ma,p7r brand oil • Helps
protest =wing parts and
o sures smooth quiet
pftfarm.nce • Cdmplete
chaSSIs lubrication and
oil chartge • Check,fluid
levvls • Includes light
trur k t • Call fee ail
appointment.
house.
Southern Cal 27, Stanford
10: How come the Trojans
consistently come up with top
running backs? Charlie White
is another O.J.
Michigan 48, Iowa 6: With
ratings at stake, the gates of
mercy close slowly among the
big powers.
. UCLA 32. Oregon 9: UCLA is
pushing linebacker Jerry
Robinson for the Heisman
Trophy. A good pkan but an
impossible task. •
Houston 30, TCU 6: The
Cougars were Southwest
Conference co-champs in 1976.
They were crippled in 1077.
Now they're all well again.
So?
Louisiana State 19,
Mississippi 7:-The Tigers have
christened Charles Alexander,
their top rusher, "Alexander
the Great." •
Georgia 34, VMI 7: If the
Bulldogs don't win this one,
President Carter should call
for a federal probe.
Purdue 31, Northwestern 6:
The Boilermakers have jelled
under Jim Young and loom as
prime Rose Bowl material.
Clemson 30, Wake Forest 6:
The Tigers, subject to last-half
siestas in 1977, have learned
concentration- must be a 60-
minute enterprise.
Arkansas 38, Rice 6: Coach
Lou Holtz has a reply for the
Razorbacks' two straight
losses: "You have to go
through fire to make steel."
Michigan State 27, Illinois 6
The Spartans, with Ed Smith
at the throttle, always have
been good on attack; now they
can defend.
Pitt 22, Syracuse 7: Stunned
by Navy, Pitt has to get its act
together for three traditional
rivals leading to Penn State.
Washington 21, Arizona 10:
The Huskies have to be




Yale 17, Cornell 10; Army
24, Air Force 6; Holy Cross 30,
Boston U. 23; Dartmouth 28,
Cultunbia 1B own 22,- Har-
vard 20; Princeton 19, Penn
15; Boston College 27,
ViLlanova 13; West Virginia
20, Virginia 7; Rutgers 32,
Massachusetts 10; Colgate 19,
Lafayette 7.
SOUTH
Auburn 28, Florida 23;
Tennessee 17, Duke 15;
Kentucky 25, Virginia Tech 7;
North Carolina St. N, South
Carolina 21; Memphis St._29,
Vanderbilt 14; Miami, Fla. 24,
Tulane 14; William & Mary 17,
Citadel 7; North Carolina 32,
Richmond?.
MIDWEST
Indiana 27, Minnesota 13;
Missouri 24, Oklahoma St. 13;
Ohio St. 42, Wisconsin 14;
Wichita St. 26, Louisville 16;
W. Texas St. 23, Tulsa 17;
Miami 0. 19, Ohio U. 7.
YOUR-CHOICE: A78-13,` 6.50-13, 6-.95-14,
.5.60-15 Blackwalls, plus 400 to 500 F.E.T.
per tire depending on size. No trade needed.
For Sure-Footed Traction At A
Price That's Right, Tire Up Now-






Your choice of blaCkWan sizes listed, plus 514 to 65e FE T per tire No trade needed
Choose Power Streak 78 For A Smooth Thump-Freelride.










E78-14 $29.00 . $2.03 ...,





Cushion Belt Polyglas—With Two Tread-Firming Fiberglass


















H78-15 $43.05 $2.77 ,
L78-15 $41.15 $3.05
Goodyear's Amazing Radial That Eliminates Winter Tire
Changeover ... Grips In Almost Any Weather, Any Time Of Year!
• Protect tires and im.
prove vehicle perform.
nce • Inspect and
,ntate• 4 tires. check sus.
r.n..tort and steering
,ystem • Set cambec.
















Fits OUR„ PRICE F.E.T. andold tire
PISS 75R13 8R713-13 $43001 $1 93
P195 75014 ER78-14 $511.15 $2 35
P205/751214 FR78-14 W3.30, $2.56
P215/75R14 00 78.14 611.55 $2,61
P225/75014 IfIt78-14 $71.00 $2.67
P205,75R15 FR78-15 1165.40 $2.68
P215.'79115 GR78-15 $18.45 $2.74
P225 75515 HR78.15 $73.611 $2.90
P235,75415 LR78.15 $79.30 $3.00
Also available in sizes to fit import cars
Engine Tune-Up
• Electronic engine, S
starting and charging
system analysis • In•
stall new points, spark
plubs, condenser and
rotor • Set dwell and
engine trming • Adtust
carburetor for fuel econ•
only • No Coto charge
for an conditioned cars
• Includes Volkswagen,








,na$,I,i tni, Our (),.n ( oslorner I r,d,l Plan
• •- AJEW [WWI EADV•111(:..r4 • Car I r (Ilan/l,
Goodyear Service Store
zi-diOMin3.s4,••hia 544•Ja.saity aamardwitsa •







OPEN: 8: 30-6:00 P.M. Mon-Thum & Sat.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Jerry B. Speight, instruct or
of art at Murray State
University, has been awarded




"Natural Rhythm" is one of 10
selected by juror John
Stephenson tor special
recognition from among the
entries submitted from across
Kentucky. Stephenson is
resident artist of the Cum-
in-in-eon School of Arts,
Cuinmington, Map.









Department of Art and the
Lexington Art League of 45
selected works has been on
display in the Barnhart
Gallery of the Reynolds
Building at the University of
Kentucky.
Speight's piece is a pencil
drawing executed in various
hardness graphites. The
subject of the work was drawn
from abstractions of nature
objects collected by the artist
on walks on the Murray area.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Speight of Murray.
INSURANCE LOSSES
TORONTO (AP) — Since
World War II the Canadian
automobile industry has had
more loss years than profit
years, says the Insurance
Bureau of Canada.
The cost of parts, garage
labor and hospital services
has increased more rapidly
than the increase in insurance
premiums, the bureau says.
Someone should have told us that we couldn't sell boats in the foil • but since no
one did - we just kept on selling boats Matter of fact - business has been pretty
good
.Here ore a few recent trade-ins we have to offer with the possibility of sub-
sto—ritial savings to you if you might wish to buy now.
1969 Duracraft-24' aluminum tubes needs some new flooring and top, has 40 h. p
Johnson with starter 8 generator 8 runs 8 drives like a dream - one owner, all
bought new in 1969, Flote Bole trade-in - $1750.00
1977 Harris Flote-Bote-20' with 25 h. p. electric start Evinrude, still like new fish
with it, picnic or whatever, it is nice, houseboat trade-in buy now for only
$2750.00.
1977 Sylvan 24' with .1976 55 h. p. Johnson molar, has nic0 padded storage
boxes, even has sun shades, roomy, comfortable and nice. Flote-Bote -trade-in
save on loll priees $3250.00
1977 Harris Flote-Bote, 24' with full camper enclosure, full furniture, electric push
button anchor, sharp, sharp, sold new, this year, has 70 h.p. Evinruda , ski, fish,
compout, whatever your pleasure, must see to appreciate, fall price only
$5975.00
Trade's Pending
,fiere's the one everybody is looking for.
1975 Harris Flote-Bote 28' stern drive, loaded, camper kit, stereo, potti.
1976 Harris Flote-Bote 28' stern drive, camper kit, stereo, houseboat trade-in
We lire just about the poorest fishing boot sales people you've ever met,
people just come out here and just talk us down something awful on our fishing
.boots. We do hove some fall closeouts that will jar your eyeballs. For c.comple.
1975 8MC bass boot otr-matching low slung trailer with 85 h.p Mercury, live
wells, trolling motor, depth finder, the whole works, for only $2975.00 Flote Bate
'Trade-in
Big.wieler brearrster-sen-wo-th- 1-1-S-Meretrry-orrd-orrgood-trait ,
shield in real nice condition for only $1975.00 Pontoon trade-in.
See if you con top this one! ! Brand new 1978-Savage boss boot with new 1976,70
Evirtrude_ori_shorp, low slung boss-boat trailer, realty a sharp ir boss- boot
rig for only $4475.00. Others Priced really /ow, low for fall soles.
Late arrival 25' Steury Cruiser Sedan, go, cold or hot • literally saves several
thousand of dollars Same on small family houseboat that is trailerable Or 18'
Camper Cruiser fully enclosed against the weather, self contained Save a whole
bunch of money here! !
If you like cruisers, don't miss this one. -1975 Sea Ray (good one) 24' double cabin,
_mast unusual arrongement; sleeps 4-;--tios head, golly and lullenclosure, needs
only a good clean up 225 h. p. Sterndrive in excellent condition $9750.00. Buy
now for only about half price Houseboat trade-in.
More and more people are deciding this is the way to go. Take a look at this 43
custom built steel houseboat 14' wide, powered with 80 h.p. Johnson. Sio but sho.
When you come aboard this boat, she looks like a $25,000 dollar boat. Can be
bought now for amazing low prise of only $7,500.00. New houseboat trade-in.
1969 NoutaLine 43', loaded, twin 250 engine, big Merc Outdrive, 6500 watt
generator, we mean really, loaded,, more equip than we have ever seen on a
houseboat, even a $6000 radar unit, buy in fall for only $19,700.
1977 - 36' Silver Queen with 225 Sterndrive, we sold it dew and it is still like new.•trading for larger houseboat, nice -$16,500.00.
1978 - 37' CorICraft- twin V-drive, fly bridge, generator, loaded, like new Trading
for larger boat, fall priced at only $23,500.00.
We have listed only a few units for your consideration, we have a number of
other boots of various types including some down to earth bargains on used
runabouts. If you ore seriously considering buying a boot even next spring, we
believe it will pay you and pay you well to check with us 'now'
Boat dealers have to eat In the winter time too you know So we keep em turning
the year around
Takr 94 Fast out ot Muria for 2 niik.:s I urn right on MI Folio% :nn for 7 trwtle,: n-4.4
• • (1 , , , stop Nigh, turn tint then left and sw,
have arrived Tele 4$8-54/13.
ARTHRITIS DRIVE — Members of the MurrayHigh School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America will be canvassing the parts of the residential area for
donations-tolhe-WeiiiikWArthritis Foundation through Monday, Nov. 6. Planning the
campaign were committee chairmen, from left, Mary Morris, Stacey Fulton, Sharon
Whaley, back row; Susan Crass and Karen Bailey, chapter president. Also assisting in
the residential drive for Arthritis were the Calloway County High School Chapter of
the FHA and the Calloway County 4-H Clubs. The business and industry drive is being
conducted by the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, Thelma Warford,
chairman, and by the Hazel Woman's Club, Carolyn Parks,, chairman. Laura rPool is
serving as coordinator of the Arthritis Read-A-Dion faffiemschools.
Photo by Kaye Peebles
Civil Rights Group Gives Senafors,
House Members 100 Percent Ratings
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
civil rights group has given 16
senators and 32 House
members 100 percent ratings
for their support of civil rights
and social welfare legislation.
Eleven senators and 24
House. members in the last
Congress received a zero
rating from the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, a
coalition of 149 national
organizations, including the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People, the National
Education Association and the
U.S. Catholie Conference.
The ratings, released
Wednesday, were based on 12




for low and middle income
housing, labor law revision,
ektension of the ratification
deadline for the Equal Rights
Amendment, establishment of
an Office of Consumer
Representation and the
Two people from the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center,  _Shelia 
Phillips, Region I vice
president, and Mrs. Martha
Crawford, chapter adviser,
recently attended the first
Kentucky Future Business
Leaders of America board
meeting in Elizabethtown.
At the two-day meeting,
discussions were held on ways
to achieve the state FBLA
goals adopted at the State
FBLA Leadership Camp held
in August. Various FBLA
chapters were assigned duties
to enable Kentucky Future
Business Leaders to carry out
these goals successfully. The
goals of the Kentucky FBLA
for the 1978-79 year are:
— To encourage statewide
promotion of FBLA through
increased visibility
throughout the school, com-
munity and state.
— To continue, participation
In the National Project —
Project Awareness.
— To increase FBLA
membership and involvement
of local members.
— To complete a formation
and development of a Ken-
tucky FBLA advisory council.
— To encourage more
candidates for state and
regional officers.
— To complete the-Spirit of
'76 fellowship program.
Preliminary plans were also
made for the state conference
to be held in Louisville in
April.
Twenty-six state officers.
local chapter and state ad-
visers attended the board
meeting. The next board
meeting will be held in
January.
HUNGARIAN ART
ROCHESTER, N.Y. AP ) -
An exhibition of late 19th
century and early 20th-
...-241A14448911 4601
Nouveau," continues on viee
at the Memorial Art Gallery of
the University of Rochester
through Nov. 26. •
Humphrey-Hawkins full
employment bill.
Senators receiving a zero
rating were: Maryon Allen, 0-
Ala.; James McClure, R-
Idaho; James 0. Eastland, 1)-
Miss,; John C. Stennis, 0-
Miss.; Carl T. Curtis, R-Neb.;
Paul Laxalt, R-Nev.; Jesse
Helms, R-N.C.; John Tower,
R-Texas ; Jake Garn, R-Utah;
William L. Scott, R-Va.; and
. Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo.
House members receiving a
zero rating were: Eldon Rudd,
R-Ariz.; the late William
Ketchum, ft-c..Allf.; Sorry
-Goldwater Jr., Ft-Calif.; Del
Clawson, R-Calif.; Robert E.
Badham,.FlpealiL; William L
Armstrong, R-Colo.; Louis
Frey Jr., R-Fla.; Larry
McDonald, 0-Ga.; Philip
Crane, R-111..
Also, Joe Skubitz, R-Kan.;
David C. Treen, R-La.; Joe D.
Waggonner Jr., 0-La.; • Torn
Hagedorn, R-Minn.; Arlan.
Stangeland, R-Minn.; 'Harold
,Runnels, 0-N.M.; John Ash-
brook, R-Ohio; Richard T.
Schulze, R-Pa.; James
Abdnor, R-S.D.; James M.
Collins, R-Texas; David E.
Satterfield III, D-Va.; R, W.
Daniel Jr., RAra.; Dan Daniel,
0-Va.; M. Caldwell Butler, R-
Va. ; and J. Kenneth Robinson,
R-Va.






Hubbard (D) 66; Natcher
D) 75; .Mazzoll (Dl 66;
Snyder (R) 8; Carter (R) 42;




Development (GED) test at
Murray State University has
been scheduled Nov. 14-15 and
Nov. 28-29, according to Dr.




He said the GED test will be
given in Room 205 of Roy
Stewart Stadium from 6:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 14, and Tuesday, Nov. 28,
and from 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
on Wednesday, Nov. 15, and
Wednesday, Nev. 29.
INVITATION TO 110
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will receive
bids on the following vehicles up to 1:00 p.m.,
Tuesday, November 14, 1978 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
27,500 lb. GVW
9,000 lb. front axle
Eaton 18,500 lb. two speed-rear axle
12,000 lb. front springs
400 cubic inch engine or better
5-speed transmission
reinforced frame,
10.00 x 20" 12-ply tires all around w/rear tree- -_
tion
4 cubic yard body and hoist (body 10 long),
wide, sides 21", ends 6" higher than sides)
84" cab to axle
Alternator minimum 60 amp.
Battery minimum 70 amp hours
Rear Springs 23,000 and 4 leaf auxiliary
springs
20 x 71-2 inches cast spoke rims
Power Steering
1-50 Gallon Step Gas Tank - •
Bidders must guarantee delivery within 90 days of
acceptance of bid. Additional specification maybe
obtained at the office of the County Judge. The
County reserves the right to purchase 2, 1 or reject





5:- Check Which-Service We Can Help You with


















The funeral for Tunmons
Steve Blalock, 23, Mayfield
Route Eight. who Yeas killed in
an automobile accident early
Wednesday morning about 50
feet from the Kentucky-
Tennessee state line near
Hazel, will be held Friday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. Jimmy Madding
'officiating.
Burial will fellow in the
North Mt.. Zion Cemetery m
Graves Coanty.
South Pleasant Grove Church To
Hold Services Starting Friday
The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hold special services at the
church on Friday. Saturday,
and Sunday, according to the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. William
P. Mullins, Jr.
Guest speaker for the
services will be the Rev. Mike
Ritslu, associate minister of
the Grace United Methodist
Church, Memphis, Tenn. The
theme will be "Adventure In
Christian Discipleship" with
special emphasis toward the
young adults.
Prior to the Friday evening
aervices a potluck supper will
be served at 6 p.m.,-and prior
to the Saturday evening
services a pizza party will be
Friends may call at the held at 6.30 p.m
funeral home.
Mr. Blalock was an em-
ployee of the sanitation
department of the city of
Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Reba Blalock; step
father and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Acree, Mayfield;
three sisters, Miss Janice
Acree, Murray Route Seven.
Miss Beverly Sue Acree,
Graves County, and Mrs.
Robbie Lee Dabbs, Humboldt.
Tenn.; one brother, Robert




During the Smiley School
hour at 9:45 a.m. liahcial Rev.
Ritskt will speak to the l'ri-M
Class. He will speak durpig
the worship services at 10:45
a.m. on Sunday. His subject
will be "Hungering and
Thirsting for Righteousness."
The Church Choir, directed
by Mrs. L D. Cook, Jr., with
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist
and Tommy Gaines as pianist,
will sing the anthem, "Sing
The Wondrous Story."
At the 6 p.m. services on
Sunday the pastor will begin
the study of the book, The
Vision At Pah:nos," on the
- book of Revelation.
Blood River Church Inflation...
To Hold Singing
The Blood River Baptist'
Church will hold its monthly
singing on Sunday, Nov. 5, at 2
p.m.
The Neighbors Quartet from
Marshall County will be the
featured quartet along with
congregational singing and
other special singers.
The church is located on
Highway 444 on the way to
Pine Bluff Shores, according ,
to the church pastor, the Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy, who invites
the public to attend.
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response to Carter's program
to shore up the failing dollar
was to surge forward in heavy
trading.
The Dow Jones industrial
average jumped a record 35.34




that some of the steps taken
Wednesday by the Carter
administration will drive up




Blumenthal predicted that the
1 percent increase in the
Federal Reserve Board's
discount rate — the largest
single boost since 1933 — and
related steps to tighten the
money supply will give
business leaders renewed
confidence in the ad-
ministration's determination
to stem inflation and thus spur
them to new investment.
He said the sharp boost in
interest rates will "lead to les
inflation in the longer run than
these constant step-by-step
_little increases, -which did not
seem to have any real im-
pact."
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.8.
Below dam 302.1, up 0.4.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.8.
Below darn 303.8, down 1.2.
Sunset 5:00. Sunrise 6:21.
- AT KIRKSTY --The New.hentuf ktdffl, a singing-grotip "frcim cOmposea of,left lo right, Nettie Smith Stoll, formerly of Kirksey, Carolyn Cargill, Kaye Hawkins, andDon Mullen, will be featured in the afternoon program at 1:30 p.m. at the annualhomecoming at the Kirksey United Methodist Church, located on Highway 299 atKirksey,, on Sunday, Nov. "i. The Rev., John Jones of Benton, former pastor at Kirksey,will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. A basket lunch wilt be' served at noon. The.‘ Rev. Fred French, church pastor, said he expected a large crowd and extended an in-
vitation to the public to attend. ,
31st Annual Quad State
Festival Is November 6
More than 300 high school
students from "four states —
Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois,-
and Missouri — will be at
Murray State University on
Jerry D. Williams
Monday',44-o-r.-8, W-participate
in the 31st annual Quad-State
Choral Festival.
Following a day of
rehetirsals , and instruction,
the festival *presented by the
Department of Music on the
campus will conclude with a
concert at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Jerry D. Williams, formerly
FOR ABOUT THE COST
OF BAKING A CAKE,




You can share a lot ot sweet memories with someone a thousand miles aw4y. Just dial the l' way and talk
for ten minutes for only $2.44 plus tax. Aviy,Iverling Sunday through Fridarbetween 5 PM and 11 PM.
These evening rates are lower than rates for long distance calls dialed during weekdays.
Call often. And add a little frosting to a friendship.Ianow assereasirioNwialles illeimoluseg iota* Onveluscell dal
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of Murray and now a professor
of music education and
director of choral activities at
Mississippi State University,
will be the guest conductor for
the program. The chorus,
joined by the MSU Little
Symphony, will perform
"Gloria" by Vivaldi. •
Soloists will include:
soprano Patricia Weihe of
Owensboro, formerly a voice
teacher at Kentucky Wesleyan
College; mezzo soprano Kay
Gardner Bates, a member of
the Murray State music




-public is invited- and—en---
couraged to attend.
Williams grew up in Murray
and was graduated from both
Murray High School and
Murray State. He served as
drum major at both Murray
_High and Murray State and
directed "Campus Lights" his
senior year on the campus.
.He earned the B.M.E.
degree at Murray State in
1952, the M.M. degree at
Northwestern University, and
did additional graduate work
at George Peabody College in
Nashville; where he served on
' the faculty before moving to
Mississippi State in 1063.
Lisa -7.81ater,. Fa trvIEW—
Heights, flL, junior, will be the
-restivaIficcompanist.
Robert K. Haar, professor of
music and director of choral
activities at Murray State, is
the festival chairman. He
emphasized that the concert is
free of charge and that the
- Williams has taught in
se-public schools in Kentucky,
Illinois, and Tennessee. He
has served as a clinician and
adjudicator for music






Presbyterian youth Of North
Pleasant Grove Attend Meet
The Youth of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church attended
the Fifth Sunday Rally
sponsored by Mayfield
Presbytery Sunday, Oct. 29, at
the Wingo Cumberland
Presbyterfan Church.
Churches from throughout the
Presbytery were represented.
A program was given by the
Wingo CPYF after which
refreshments were served in
the fellowship hall of the
church. The North Pleasant
Hog Market
Federal State News Service Nov.!, 19711
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts - Act. 266 Est, MO Barrows &
Gilts lit-81 00 lower Sows steady to $1.10
lower
US 1-2 200130 lbs
US 2-3 200.240 lbs
lis 3-3200-240 lbs.
US 2-3 246-250 lbs
Sob_4:9.4.eibs__ ....:_sto"tor____Bega .SuppPr cm Saturday,.
US I-3 300-500 lbs 84200-43.00
US I -3 450-600 lbs  843.00-44.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 84400.4500
few $46.00
US 2-3 300460 lbs .







received the plaque for having
best overall attendance at the
meeting.
On Oct. 30, the Youth
Fellowship of the local church
met for a Halloween party,
hayride and wiener roast at
the church with 14 youths and
7 adults present.
The Youth Fellowship of the
church meets at 5-:00 p.m.
each Sunday before the 6:00
p.m. evening worship. Visitors
are always welcome to attend
all the ,services of the church,
a church spokesman said.
Ham An4 Bear, Slipper
Planned Here Friday
The United Methodist
Women of the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church will
sponsor a Ham Hocks and
Nov. 4, at the church.
Serving will begin at five











You are invited to visit all 20
business in the Dixieland Center- -
which is directly adjacent to
MSLI campus on Chestnut. If in-
terested in 'renting buildings
17x50 or 17x80 call 753-3018 after
5 p.m.
Warehouse Clean-Out Sale
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' the local church
lalloween party,
wiener roast at
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Brewed with boom Normal, Dry,




For today's girl who wants quick'n easy,
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Check Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the lowest prices anywhere on
guns, ammunition, hunting clothes, archery accessories and bows, athletic equipment, down
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Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.
Instant
Coffee

























































disputed reports that Carter
refused to meet Begin or is
snubbing him because tie is
angry over Israel's plans to
expand its West Bank set-
tlements.
The West Bank issue is said
to be among the principal
items holding up an Israeli-
Egpytian peace treaty, and a
State Department spokesman
said Wednesday that the
matter "might come up
daring the Vance-Begin talks
today.
Besides the thorny West
Bank issue, Egypt and Israel
reportedly have yet to decide
whether to exchang_e am-
•
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. Begin And Carter To Meet Today;
,President Campaigning In New York
NEW YORK 1AP) — Israeli
Prune Minister Menachern
Begin meets Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance today, but
President Carter, cam-
paigning in New York, will not
join the pair as they tackle
issues holding up an Israeli-
Egyptian peace treaty.
Israeli Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan, who flew here
from Washington on Wed-
metlay, said talks with State
department
prodseed "relatively • good
liikrese lotraid
treaty, but stressed the urn- city council of chur_
Prtance of the Vance-BeRn ches' "Family of Man" award
session. tonight. His trip will also take
"Man points/UO not him to Los Angeles for a
have a mandate to agree upon speaking engagement and a
or even to discuss will come up week-long visit to Canada.
between" the two, he said. He joined the White House
The session, to be held in on Wednesday in downplaying
Begin's Regency Hotel suite reported hard feelings bet-
on Park Avenue, also will deal ween hirn and Carter.
with US. aid to Israel. "We've had very cordial
State Department Preall exchanges in the, last few
officer George Sherman said days," he said.
Wednesday that US. aid is not
A White House spokesmaa"a condition to concluding the
said Carter is .not seeing thetreaty," except "for a U.S.
prime minister because "Mr.comnutment -16 finance twO
new atrftaitts braid to Begin has not requested a
replace/4inai facilities, given meeting.'
up in-the proposed peace pact_ Carter, liejOu-.14-g his tne2
/gegin will receive the New round of campaigning for
local candidates in next
week's election, is visiting
New York today to attend
"Get-Ott-The-Vote" rallies.
with each GL-Appliance
sale of $200.00 or more
General Electric
 refrigerators.. famous




15.7 cult. No-Frost at a
special low price.
• 15 7 cu ft No-Frost
refrigerator .0 Big 4 67 Cu ft
'regain soction
I.. Energy-saver swsc:b helps
Cut operating cOst
r 3 adlustatits shelves
Rolls out Dn whom
Regular Price $54995
Less Sale Discount Slain
TBF160VV
bassadors or lower-level. .
ministers once the treaty is
signed.
Begin said he hoped all
disputed issues could be
resolved and a pact signed
before he and Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat travel
to Norway in December to
accept their joint Nobel Peace
Prize.
Despite this optimism,
which has been echoed by
Egyptian leaders, U.S. of-
ficials no longer are Predic-
ting, as Vance did Oct. 13, that
the treaty will be completed
by Nov. 19, the first an-
niversary of Sadat's historic
peace mission to Jerusalem.
- MURRAY-HIGH- THE/NI/WE/8ff -These two former Murray Highcheerleaders joined with five others in adding spirit to last week's Homecoming peprally at the school Pictured are Jean Farris Lindsey, left, and Kay Weatherly Ray, right.Other former cheesleaders who participated were Marilyn Cohoon Adkins. DeluraYoung Hill and Anita McDowell Poyner. Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee
GE PERFORMANCE
TELEVISION
7 WAYS TO VERSATILE MICROWAVING




• 2 Temperature Controlled
Cycles
• Simmer 'N Cook' for all day
slow-cooking
• New Cook *N Watch" Cycle
• MicroThermometer' Tempera-
ture Control takes the gufats-
work out of cooking.
SAVE $1 0
et Murray Appliance Say. Thank You With A FREE Thanksgiving
MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 EAST MAiN ST.
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Cur Only Business!"
























THOMAS KENDALL runs a sweep as Mart Barber blockirdiirTng Murray High's homecoming
loss to Paducah Tilghman Friday. Also shown is Mike Hibbard -on Kevin Wright (66) and
Bradley Wells (40). The Tigers close their season Friday at Todd County Central.
Photo by Kevin Penick
808 Chestnut 753-2285
Murray, Ky.
New Ideas From Murray's
Oldest Car Dealer
PARKERT0'111
701 Main Murray, y. 7634273
t Get Tough-
s1995°°
For A Tough Case 222
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Lawyers Are Critical
Nation Has Its First 'Plain Language Law'
NEW YoRK AP — The
. first "Plain Language Law"
In the nation goes into effect
today in New York state,
banishing legalese from most
consumer transactions and
requiring that it be replaced
with understandable English
The law requires all con-
sumer contracts for less than
$50,000, including leases, loans
and credit card agreements.
to be written In "a clear and
coherent manner, using words
with common and everyday
meanings."
New York City's largest
bank, Citibank, and its largest
rental agent, Helmsley-Spear,
have changed their contract
forms to comply with the law.
After a period of initial
resistance, many smaller
04.1i1.41sF.4..slISIA.
in line as well.
But a number of lawyers
continue to question the
wisdom of throwing out
centuries of legal ter-
rninolosty.
"There are some legal
thoughts you just can't set
forth simply," said Wilbur
Friedman, who as president of
the New York Lawyers





Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of
Barber Shop Quartet Singing in America
MUSIC BY:
Evansville, Indiana ,,nAtfelltnus
Western Kentucky's Own Chordmasters
Quartet Includes:
Mutual Fun Company — Kentucky Transfer
Student Center Auditorium
Murray State University .
Nov. 4,1978 7:,30P.M.
Admission $4.00 Student $3.00
Tickets Available
Bank of Murray 4th & Main Peoples Bank
Or Ca11753-8355 8:00-5:00 P.M.
North Branch
40"
the law's most vocal
ponents.
"My objection to this law is
that it has gone too far. tot.
fast,". he said. "Until a court
decides, we won't know who is




tpontored _the - said
"people have found they can
do it if they try."
"Some lawyers are bitter
because they're going to have
to relearn the use of
language," said Sullivan, a
stockbroker and non-lawyer
It's like the 14th century,
when Edward III took the
court system off Latin and
made English the official
language. Now we're going to





Columbia (AP) — Western
Canadian newsprint
producers appear to be
following the lead of those in





Monday its newsprint prices
were going up by $34 a metric
ton, or $25 a short .ton, ef-
fective Feb. 1.
• With the increase,
Bloedel's
newsprint prices in. the'
western United States for a'
short ton of 30-pound standard
white newsprint will jump to
$345 from the current $320.
That is the same increase
announced last week by Boise
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Now Qpin In Murray-1201 main Street,-1311. 759-1630
"The place where .thousand 4 are saving million4"
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language again, instead of the
gobbledygook we've been
hearing for years."
As an example of the new
language, there is a Citibank
loan agreement that used to
say, "For value received, the
undersigned jointly and
severally hereby promises)
to pay the sum of ..."
It now reads, "To repay my
loan, I promise to pay you ...
dollars."
The law originally was to
have taken effect in June —
nearly a year after it was
passed. However, many
businesses pleaded in-
sufficient time to comply and
mounted a massive lobbying
effort to have it delayed
another year. Some banks
threatened to withhold loans
rather than rewrite their
mortgage agreements.
Sullivan, who accused them
of trying to scuttle the law
altogether, held the delay to
five months.
Some banks, like the
Manhattan Savings Bank, still
are waiting for new forms to
come back from the printers.
Other businesses, according te
Friedman, are just waiting.
"Sometime soon you are
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— ALSO FEATURIN1; -
*Steaks •Chickim *Country Ham
(Served Family Style)
* NOW BOOKING CHRISTMAS PARTIES *
HOURS:





Tara elf Hwy. 79F.. at Eagle Gift Shop
ROAD HAS BEEN REPAIRED
dielhaek
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• S TA-95 AM FM Stereo Receiver
• Two Optimus - -25 VVainut Veneer
Floor Shelf Speakers
• LAB-200 Changer with Base.
Dust Cover and 529.95-Value
Magnetic Cartridge
Features 90 watts of pure, clean power
(45 watts per channel, minimum RMS
at 8 ohms from.20-20,000 Rz, with no
more than 0.3% THD). 2 tape monitors,
up-front tape dubbing, de-emphasiSfor
: Dolby* FM. 31-2082
• ,
•TM 01 Dolby Labs, Inc.
MINE SYSTEM FOR LESS
CUT
144nns P c• $549130" 6793'
• STA-95 AM/Itli
Stereo Realm,


















40 CB channels, police, fire, weather channels
and AM /FM, VHF ti/Lo and UHF. Reg 4
baits AC-to-battery switching. 12-761









AC or 4 "C" balls (extra),
14 842




Reg. 1" Reg. 2'9
SAVE 20% 
259 07
Radio Shack's own oxide coat-
ing improves frequency re-





Reg. 1" ali,Reg. 219
SAVE 25%
By Radio Shhc10 Low-
noise, wide range Re-
sists stretching, break-

















SMART SANTAS SWOP EARLY. .. MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMAS
•
_Olympic  Plaza Molci-Ftir- t044" 444- sis-s—Vi±3'ea
.mos, Ine
12th Strestrilurfay Closed Sundays




















































































































Designed To Promote Tobacco
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The benefits of the tobacco
industry, will be highlighted in
promotional material cir-
culated through warehouses in
the eight-state burley belt this
fall in-an effort to combat the
growing anti-smoking
movement.
William Hobbs, chairman of
-the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
2- of Winston Salem, N.C., said
Wednesday that his firm will
expand a pilot program
started in North Carolina this
summer to,, seven other
tobacco-growing states, in-
cluding Kentucky.
Hobbs made the an-
nouncement at a Frankfort
news conference which was
linked by telephone to five
other Kentucky cities -
Louisville, Lexington,
Carrollton, Glasgow and
Owerisboropjle held a similar
news conference later in the
day in Nashville, Tenn., with a
hookup to Greenville, Tenn.
Hobbs charged that op-
ponents of the tobacco in-
dustry "have been very free
with words and loose with
facts." He said the industry
program, called "Pride in
Tobacco," will stress the
economic importance of
tobacco, not only to the
tobacco-growing states but to,
the nation as a whole.
The program also will,
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side of. the public-smoking
debate, current smoking and
health facts 'and the tax
burden on tobacco.
"We hope, through this
ongoing effort, to make
everyone more aware of the
importance of tobacco - to
growers, manufacturers,
related industries and, to the
entire economic aril social
fabric," Hobbs said.
The program uses a symbol
of a stylized hand giving the
"thurribs up" sign surrounded
by tobacco leaves. The logo
will appear on caps, posters,
banners, bumper stickers,
lapel pins, commemorative
stamps, brochures and other
materiaL
Hobbs said his firm is
spending $120,000 on the
program and said he hoped
other manufacturers and
other members of the industry
would join in the effort.
The material will primarily
be distributed through tobacco
warehouses as they begin the
1978-79 selling season, Hobbs
said, although some also will
be distributed through local
merchants.
Gov. Julian Carroll voiced
support for the prorgram at
the news conference, charging




"When we tell our story, the
American public will be more
informed than they are now
with the story being told about
us," Carroll said. "We must
pursue diligently a program
that protects the tobacco
industry."
Carroll said destruction of
the tobacco industry,
currently • billion dollar a
year industry in Kentucky,
would be a devastating blow to
the state's economy. He also
noted that Kentucky farmers




Anderson said "The anti-
tobacco people think they
have found an industry that is
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- AMBULANCE_ DEMONSTRATION m- In connection with health and safety studies,
third-grade students of Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. Key at Southwest Elementary School
recently enjoyed an ambulance visit. Randy Williams and Phillip-Adams of the Mercy
Ambulance Service of Murray explained -and demonstrated ambulance medical and
communications equipment and answered many questions about their jobs.
"".".
Not Only A Good Teacher, But
A Good Person, A Good Friend
By JULES LOH
AP SgecialCorrespondent
ROANOKE, Va. ; AP) -
When she was 12 years old,
Herta Taussig, an outgoing,
precocious girl, made an entry
in her diary:
"I want to be a teacher of
mathematics. I don't know
whether I will be good
enough."
Six years later she amended
her dream:
"I don't -want just to be a
teacher of mathematics. I
want to be a good teacher of
mathematics."
So she became. Ask any.of
I'D LOVE TO HEAR
-1-10tOU PIP
AND I REFUSE TO RUN TO






















CORRECTION: THE FIRST .
THING you DO IS SEE
THAT THE LIDS ON TIGHT















the huadreds who sat in Herta
Tahssig Freitag's classes at
Hollins College over a span of
23 years and knew her not just
as a good teacher but also as a
good person, a good friend,
and who learned from her as
much about courage and
perseverance as they did
about differential equations.
For much of her life - she is
70 now - fate seemed to
conspire against her modest
goal. The question never was
whether she was good enough
to teach but whether the gods
would allow it.
"My first teaching job in
America was in upstate New
York at a school for poor
children (tom broken homes,"
- Mrs. F'reiillig said. "Naturally
I was apprehensive. Would the
kids accept me?
"They accepted me once
they discovered that I had
been kicked around, too."
When young. Herta confided
her life's . apgoition to her
diaif-ithe was eni614.1i-Cam
she recalls, "an ex-
traordinarily happy
childhood" in her native
Vienna, Austria, a city of
intellectual zest and ferment
in those days, alive with music
and art and laughter. .
Her father was a newspaper
editor, his views on Hitler and
Nazism well known. Thus, in
1938, just as Herta was em-
barking on a teaching career,
the Taussigs had to flee
Austria.
"Hitler took over on Friday.
March 13. I will never forget
father's toneless voice when
he said to me, 'There Is no,
Austria anymore.' By the
following Wednesday he was
dismissed."
Fleeing was not easy. By
sheer luck the Taussigs found
an American sponsor, a doctor
of the same na,me, but the
waiting list was long.
Last month he died.
Through it all, Herta
Freitag never lost her love of
teaching, or her love of living.
She has a small apartment
with a view of the Blue Ridge
Mountains in a complex called
Friendship Manor.
"It is a place for old
fogeys," she said, "politely
called a retirement home."
If Friendship Manor is for
old fogeys, Herta Freitag is in
the wrong place. She bought a -
tricycle and rides it 10 miles a
'day. She, swims two hgurs a
day. Her step has a lilt to
match her eyes, especially
when they suddenly brighten,
as the other day.
"I have good news," she
said. "I had a call from
Hollins College. They asked
me to cOille back next year, to
teach.
"Will!? Of course I will."
Murray Middle School
Honor Roll Announced
The following students have
achieved an academic
standing of from 2.50 to 3.00
for the first nine weeks
grading period at Murray
Middle School according to
Billy D. Outland, principal.
Seventh Grade-
Emily Apperson, Joey Ash-
by, Julie Baker, Heidi Barrett,
Steven Beyer, Mark Boggess,
Gina Brown, Erin Burke,
Rhaygen Burke, /tiny Car-
man, Charles Cella, Kelli
Crawford,
Mike Friebel, Shawn
Glavin, Angie Hamilton, Wacy
Harrington, Andy Jobs, Kurt
Keeslar, David Lew, LuAnn
Loberger, Lisa Mikulcik, Cary
Miller, Laura Montgomery,
John McFerron, Billy Phillips,
Ricky Rogers, Tracy Rogers,.








Bell, Jon Billington, Bill
Bossing, Tim Brown, Jill
Burkeen, Mike Childress,
Missy Conner, Kathy Clark,
Valerie Curry, Mike Daniel,
David Denton,
Brian Dbyle, Terry Elliott,
Kyle Evans, Kay Farley, Ray
Ferguson, Teresa Ford,
Glenda Fox, Gary Galloway,
Bill Glavin, Karen Hain-
sworth, Amanda Hammack,
Joy Hina, Gail Horn, Ftebbie
Houston, Velvet Jones,
Melanie Kelly, Laurie
Lovett, Kelly McCarty, Alison
Marshall, Todd Nunnally,"








After nine months of hiding
antriworrying they managed to
make it to England .by
agreeing to work as
domestics. Herta survived' the,
Battle of Britain as a cham-
bermaid, later a waitress.
Finally, her knowledge of
English much improved after
six , years, her knowledge of
wartime civics much im-
proved after learning the rites
of palmgreasing, she got
passage to America on a
freighter and applied for
citizenship the day it docked.
"They -were happy • years
after the. I got my doctorate
at Columbia University. I got
the teaching job in New York
and met my husband. I
became a eilizen. Then, the
years at Hollins were mat-
chless."
Once again, though, Herta
Freitag had to leave her
beloved classroom. Seven
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)irkt
You've got stars in your
eyes, and for good 'reason.
Happiness is knowing that
someone thinks you are extra
special.
TAURUS •
(Apr. 21 to May 21) d
Look forward to a surprise.
It could involve money, a trip,
or a meeting with an old and
cherished admirer. Look your
best.
GEMINI
(May12 to June 21)
An argument isn't worth the
effort, so give in with grace.
There's no point in ruining a
friendship to prove an
unimportant point.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 031/ii:2)
The person you've been
worrying about is out of the
woods. With your own per-
sonal situation under control,




(July 24 to 'Aug. 23)
Don't fret about that lack of
vitality. Review recent ac-
tivities and you'll discover you
may have been overdoing it on
all fronts.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A few difficulties along the
way today, but none in-
surmountable. Evening hours
should find you contented,
everything working, out to
your satisfaction.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -11.4r1
If you don't speak your mind
you'll regret a missed op-
portunity to clear the air and
set things straight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntett
Stop being mousy! Instead
of knuckling under, take a
more assertive approach.
Don't let others take ad-
vantage of a gentle nature.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You're looking forward to
seeing people you like. The
long anticipated occasion will
more than live up to' ex-
pectations.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Take it easy and you'll be
able to accomplish everything
that's on the agenda without
being harried and hurried
during a social evening.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your outgoing nature cohld
get you in trouble. Be careful
about striking up cOn-
versations with strangets,
especially in the p.m. hovirs.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 2O
What you need today is a
word of encouragement, and
you're going to get it. You may
be surprised at the source.
.14-4•••
YOU BORN TODAY are
charged with ambition and
drive. You don't let obstacles
stand in your way but plan
meticulously to overcome
them. Your dynamic 'per-
sonality combined with your
fine intellect destine you for
success in your chosen field;
and you have a wide choice.
There's a touch of the poet:In
your makeup, a deep feeltag
for music, an interest :in
medicine and science, a loie
of words. You not only are
artistic but have a good he'd












DEAR ABBY Right out of high school I started working
became ill. She .took early for my father. He's a_plumber and owns his own company.
retirernefif-th-Ciire for. hint— I decided iNirbecause my "Frolfier an-W-rwould p r-OhibTY 
inherit our father's busines one day, I should go to school
and learn all I could about the business. I went to school
nights and worked days for my father, and I just got my
diploma. Now I'm familiar with blueprints and estimating
and everything a competent plumber should know. "
I happen to be a girl, and that's the problem. People seem
to think that girls who perform this kind of work have to be
fat and ugly. I'm far from ugly. II placed sixth in the Miss
Minnesota beauty contest.) Men on my jobs try to pick me
up. When I walk into a warehouse, I get whistled at and
looked over like a piece of raw meat. But worst of all, people
keep asking me why I am doing a man's job. This is not a
man's job. It belongs to anybody who can do it right. I take
pride in my work, and just once I wish people would notice
my work instead of my behind!
PLUMBING AWAY IN MINNEAPOLIS
  - - -
DEAR PLUMBING: Don't complain. You're ahead of the
game. A- good plumber with a nice behind is hard to hi*.
DEAR, DEAR ABBY: Problem: Our neighbors all have
huge shade trees The ones on the south don't shade their lot
as much as they dol ours.
Trying to raise a garden is difficult in all the shade. We
love trees, but with the loads of leaves soon to come, do we
ask the friends on three sides to trim the trees, remove
them, or help us clean up our yard? Perhaps they will pay
more attention to Dear Abby than to us. It may be possible
that others have this same problem now that leaves are com-
ing down.
One cartoon showed a guy -with a pile of leaves in his yard
with no trees of his own.
FIRST TIME WRITER
DEAR FIRST TIME: You can't love trees without loving
their leaves. You can't have it both ways; BO get out the
rake, and count your blessings.
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago you gave me a recipe for
Southern pecan pie. Every year I bake it for my family
around Thanksgiving and Christmastime and it's always the
hit of the dinner.
Recently I made it for my bridge club and every woman
there wanted the recipe. I didn't think it would be right to
pass it out without your permission. If you say no, I will
guard it with my life.
PECAN PIE LOVER •
DEAR L(WER: 1 hope your life is worth more than one
cup of white corn syrup, one cup of dark brown auger, one-
third cup of melted butter, one heaping cup of shelled
pecans, three whole eggs, a dash of vanilla and a pinch el
salt.
.421111x above ingredients well, pour into an unbaked 9-inch
pastry pie shell and bake in 350-degree oven for 45 to 50
minutes. Cool and top it with whipped cream or ice cream.
But served plain, nothing tope this! IP.S. I can't understand
why anyone would refuse to share a recipe. Sharing eti
chances the enjoyment.)
• Gettlei-learcied? Wisether'4werrelatt-w--4eramal einsvele
wedding or a simple do-your-own-tking ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding," _
1,Iend $I and along. itaitip`41211 cents) selliciiii-essed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
41-
















be' eleched on 753-
MI6 and 753-1917. -
ATTENTION SINGERS,
Song Writers and Groups,
Allied Productions is looking
- for new artists and • new
rnate'rial in all fields, for 4
recórd labels. If you think
you qualify call 615 255-8884
or 615-255 6912, or write
Allied Productions, 1300
Division St., Suite 307 NbsK-












We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you had' pictures
made at Love's during
the past 25 years, we -






We coo and ieetore old
:photographs
2 NOTICE 
YARD SALE Thur. sal Fri.,
9 am till? Furniture, cur-
tains, bedspreads, clothing.
ntk naks 94 East, turn at














-PON Cote, .  753-7588
See* Ohms .  753-0919
Needling  753-11831






















502 South 5th Street
directly behind
Murray Ice Company.
Coal for sale by bag,


















YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 7534333. 
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY OF JOYCE
FAYE KENDALL would like
to express our sincere ap-
preciation to everyone for
their cards, visits, flowers,
phone calls, prayers and
gifts of food.
Mrs. Addie Kendall-Mother,
Mr. Clovis Kendall Father,
Brothers and Sisters. 
4. IN MEMORY 
IN MEMORY OF QUR
DEAR PARENTS; Woodson
Johnson, who left us on
December 20, 1968, and Pearl
Johnson who followed him rrr
death December 11, 1974.
The years have passed since
- you went away and the Void
cannot be filled, we TU51
-
We are sad and lonely:-we
miss yOu so much, and'there
is a constant ache in our
hearts for you, but God
knows best
We are grateful for our
memoties, and we cherish
each moment of your walk
with us down life's narrow,
rugged pathway.
And it was your guidance of
great patience, faith, love
and trust, which has given us
the courage to face the lonley
days that lie ahead.
We love you dearly, Mother
and Dad, but God loved you
best and called you home for .
-eternal rest.
The Johnson Children.
S. LOST & FOUND.,
FOR WATKINS Products,
cortfact Holman Jones, 217 S.






give one third of
the crop. Call 436-
5812 or see
Mc-
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway ,County Board of Education invites
: bids on property coverage_ insurance, jncluding
- Public liability on office building. for the period Dec.
9, 1978, to Dee:9,1981.
• Bid forms and specifications may be picked up at
:the Calloway CountT Board of Education Office
*Building at 2110 Colleke-F'arm Road, Murray.
All bids must be in the Calloway County Board of
Education office on or before 12:00 noon, Dec. 5,
1978. 
The Board reserves the right to reject any and all
bids and to waive any irregularities in bidding.
NOTICE
Dairy Queen is closing Sunday
night, November 5th. Fill your
freezer with Pints,. Quarts, 1/2
Gallons, and jce Cream San-
dwiches.
.Thanks For A Good Season.
See You Next Spring.
GENEVA & JOVNIE
LOST. PAIR OF EYE
GLASSES, vacinity of 9th
and Main Wednesday, Oct
25, 1978. Reward. Call 676
2510.. 
CAT.' Last seen





BABYSITTER IN MY home
weekday afternoon, 12.00 to 5
pm Own transportation and
references required. al'
'773/Cra f ter 5 pm. 
DENTAL ASSISTANT, 21 or
over, no experience
necessary. Send complete
resume to P. 0 Box 32-H,
Murray, Ky 
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care -for lady
invalid., Time off, salary,
room and board. 759 1661. 
EXPERIENCED AP
PLIANCE service man.
Good salary. Call 753-2360




man. Must be able to







Assistant for oral surgeon.
Experience prelered but not





MALE OR FEMALE ex-
perienced in leather work
and sewing. Must be meat in
your work Also salesperson
needed. Apply in person only
to Vernons Inc., Olympic
Plata.
Part time male and
female. Day help-wan-
ted. Must be 18 years
of age. No phone calls
Apply in person, but









Hut Pit Bar B Que. Now
taking applicafiOns daily 8-5
pm, plan to open shortly
Need part time day arid night
help. Two all night part time
cooks, 11.7 am Good pay,
located at old Thoroughbred
Restraunt.
POSITION OPEN FOR
medical assistant Must have
some previous ex.per Lear.* in
physician office. Send
resume anct reference to P.O.
Box 943, Murray, Ky  AMet 
STUFFERS AND MAILERS








FOR MORE PROIIIME EMS
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
HELP
WAITED
Male to work at
General Silica Produc-
ts, Industrial Road,
Murray. Ky. Will be
bagging sand, and
general labqr. Contact
John Hill or Donnie
Hudson at 753-7196 bet-
ween 7 and 5.
TRUCK -DRIVER. 1/2 ton
gasoline delivery truck. Age-
at least 21, experienced
driver and good knowledge of
Calloway cunty helpful.




who can work without
supervision for Texas oil
company in Murray area. We
train. Write K. M. Dick,
Pres., Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.
WANTED FIELD MAN for
  Cabinet Shop. Apply 1203
Story Ave. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTEb 
---EXPERtENCED Nurses Aid
wants private duty. Prefer
days. Call 753-0061, ask for
Ann.
Tested and proven for
rugged durability and
comfort by men who
make their living
outdoors Come in




All leather uppers, leather insole, leather Goodyear






• 'Except for the long
wearing sole, this shoe is
completely leather in-










Buy 1 at Regular Price Get
_\r2......vher For Only $100
Vernon's
Western Store
Boots 4 Shoes For Ev•rything-Unclar, It. Sun
MAWS 9-9 Weenier , 14 S.
By. Olympic Maas
12. INSURANCE
We ere now writes itteerewe
on mobile homes, with 3 dif-
ferent companies. For best
rates contact Wilson In-
surance and Reel Estate, 302
N 12th - 753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY 
AN OLDER FORD, Chevy or
Dodge van body. Call 753-
8606 or 753-9997. 
MOTOR FOR 1967 Chevrolet
pickup. Must be in good
,condition. Call 436-2102. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
CORRELLE Expressions,'
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHAIN SAW chains, 311 inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,




wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88.
lnstulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FIREPLACE Inclosures
with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All-sites
and mimes; 144:94. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FIVE GOODYEAR RADIAL
tires, one brand new, other
four have 60 tread left, $125.
Call 753-84506 or 753-9997. 
14K t DIAMOND CLUSTER
RING. Brand new. Best
otter. See at OwertS-POod
Market, Apt. No. e. 
-LEAF COMPOSTER AND
little 2 wheel metal trailer.
Call 753-2291. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
SET OF 1977 World Book
Encyclopedias, $200. Also
have mans, womens and
thildrens clothing. One
 chrOms dinette set with
chairs, $7. Call after 3 pm,
753-7159A. 
3 TRAILER AXLES, wheels
and tires, minimum weight,
5200 lbs per axle. Trailer
tongue with jack stand. One
floor model Sears drill press,
with 3,4 hp motor. Call 753-
5913 after A pm. 
VAPORIZER HUMIDIFIER




dishwasher, one year. old,





Hodge & Son, Inc.
NA So. 5th .
26. TV-RADIO 
CB RADIO, Ham equipt
ment, Linears. Call 474-2748. 
THREE COUCHES, chair,
two platform rockers, five
chairs, $2 to $15. 10 Chairs
good for tobacco stripping,
5.50-51.50. Call 435-4397 after
'6 pm.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS -
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99, model HD-30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, by Shox Stock, ,
electric or battery op-
pera ted, 526.95, 39.99 and
49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
1969 MODEL 656 Inter.
natonal diesel, tractor. High
clearance and wide front end
with 4 bottom 14" plows, 11/2
ft. wheel disc. All in, good
condition. Will sell all for
$6500. Call 753-2913. 
20. SPORTS EQUIP









1-0 Mint Penny 23 yrs.
1-1964 S, Paisley woe)
1-Sre 1960-D Snell
Dee Primly
1-S Mint Peany-23 yrs.
Pin Free tee $ IIM
Plwit Owr hoe Gift
Mies Ow Free Droelswe
Send $3.55 end 23' postage
'Si
JIM DoMMINOt CO.
hues. Paw elee. Vie...a Mope
0110 forawee. Pc INN
FOR SALE 3 Ricks of wood.
,Call 753-2358.
BROWNING 12 Guage, 2000
automatic, 30" full, 26" open
with vent ribs. Call 753-6005
after 5pm. 
22. MUSICAL
- BALDWIN PIANOS, and
organs', used pianbs. Loria-rdo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN. 
FOR SALE: SIGNET
SILVER trombone, used one
year, like new. Call 7530011. 
"PIANO SMALL white used
spinet-bargin. Used spinet
piano Walnut. Repossessed
spinet piano. Used grand
-pianos. ---Preefite- nianes-r-




Office, Paris,  Tennessee."
23. EXTERMINATING 
NOW IS ONE OF THE best
times to spray under and
around your home, bugs,
spiders, all kinds of insects
and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate-under
. your home. It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects Do not
delay. Call today.-Pro.yention
is far ;heaper thansrepairs.
Kelly's Termite and Pest




grain fed-aged beef. 'Front
quarter 5.79 cents -a pound,
whole or side 5.89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $.99
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamOs ac
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642 8201. One
mile north of Paris on old
Murray road.
COLOR TV'S! Want a new
25" color tv at a bargain? We
have 3 with damaged
cabinets-works perfect and
fully warranted. Clayton's
(formerly .1 & 13 Music). 753-
/575.
SISSON'S ZENITH Now open
Friday nights till -9.. Drive
and, savs_a_t_Sisson's Zenith
for the 1978 close out sale. .19
miles west of Murray on hwy
96. Phone 1 382-2174.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Mobile home, 1978 model,
never used, 14 X 70, all
electric.. 1. INiths and 3
bedrooms. Muille seen ficR-
appreciated. Call Bob Futrell
at 753 7668 days or 753-2394
nights. 
FOR SALE OR RENT-
Mobile Home on nice lot at
Panarama Shores. All
electric, completely fur-
nished, washer and dryer.
Call 436.5553 after 6 pm.
27. PA011.,HOME SALES
FOR SA, 12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 409-2774. 
-TRA-tt Eft -FOR- SAte-7-1113,
12 X 70, 2 -bedroom, 2 bath
trailer, $2000 and take over
payments. Call 7534189. 
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME -2
bedroom, all electric, new
carpet throughout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, $1900. Call 753
3143.
10 X 50 CHAssPn3141 moire
home; exceitent condition.
Cali 436 2647 after 5 pm.
29. MOB. HOME RENTS 
2, BR MOBILE HOME, 6
miles from Murray, $125 plus
deposit. 436-2149. 
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent
at R iveria Courts. Call 753
3280. 
TWO BR TRAILER at Shady
Desks. 489-2533. 
10 X 40, ALL ELECTRIC
furnished, mobile home
Deposit. Call 753-2748 after 5
Llm• 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
BEN FRANKLIN STOVE.
Used )/7 season, 1150. Call
759-1718,
Invitation To Bid
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will receive bids
on the following vehicles up to 1:00 p.m. Tuesday,
November 14, 1978 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
Two (2) Dump Gravel Trucks
27,000 lb. GVW
9,000 lb. front axle
18,500 lb. single-speed rear axle
4,500 lb. front springs at ground
427 cubic inch engine
5-speed transmission
reinforced frame, 19.2 section moduLas
10.00x20" 12-ply tires all around w/rear trac-
tion
4 cubic yard perfection body and hoist (body
10 long),
8' wide, sides 21", ends 6" higher than sides
84" cab to axle
Alternator minimum 60 amp.
Battery minimum 70 amp. hours
Rear Springs 23,000 and 4 leaf auxiliary
springs
20x71-2 inches cast spoke rims
12,000 lb. front springs
Biders must guarantee delivery within 90 days of
acceptance of bid. Additional specifications may be
obtained at the office of, the County Judge. The.
County reserves the right to purchase 2, 1 or reject
any or all bids.
•
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night, 641 Auction House, Paris,
Tenn.
This week another load from St. Louis. High boy
chest, dining room suite, walnut marble tpdable,
bureau marble,top, walnut Victbrian chet, -.-
with claw feet, copper wringer washer, desk, lots ot-- -
tools, lots otglass dishes and small items.






-11‘4111111 from MS11 Campus. Doing
Mitallent bushiest. Owner
min beams* of Ismeith, lets
ef geed lees with





At 1602 Calloway, nice duplex
with carefree aluminum siding,
completely rebuilt inside t out.
There are 2 apartments each
with 2 bedrooms I. bath, loch
apartment has rang*, disposal t
*ego sink, new carpet. A really




TODAY'S HOME IS TOINORROW'SINVESTMENT
EVERYBODY'S DREAM . .
Country home with many trees, on seven acres.
A beautifully refurbished home, tastefully
modernized inside, 4 or 5 bedrooms, dining room,
family room, kitchen, fireplaces, and 2 baths.
Property has 300 feet of blacktop road frontage,
plus a four stall stable, two other buildings and






DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
To become a landlord instead of a renter. Good 3
bedroom home in quiet neighborhood with lovely
landscaped yard. Backyard is fenced and home
Is neat as a pin throughout. All the work is
already done for you so don't let this opportunity
pass. Priced at only $31.800 Phone us today.
711 Main
Murray, Ky.
LOVE A 2 STORY?
Then you'll love this classic home with three
bedrooms, gas logs in fireplace, private wooden
fence that surrounds backyard with concrete and
brick patio and gas grill. PhOne today for all the
details on this quality home in quiet residential
neighborhood Lou So'.
CLASSIC BEAUTY
Choice newly listed 4 bedroom hi)ie in Can-
terbury Estates. Master'bedroom has -fitljoining
private dressing room and walk-in closet, den is
bright & cheery, and lots of extra quality
features throughout. Let us tell you more about
this outstanding home.
KOPPERUD 24 Hr. Phone
_RzAL,'" Ph1 753-1222
Harry Paltwsion 1163-6663-0111ef4ntrn 7511-44411-41•6 AndettE, 753-7132- Ging* liffsithet753-11T21-1011 Kopperui 7153-1'222
r)
ELEGANT HOME
Located in Canterbury Estates, this home will
truly impress the most particular home hunter!
Three large, large bedrooms, formal dining
room with wood parquet floor, outstanding
storage areas including walk-in closet in master
bedroom, lovely den with fireplace and custom-
Made shelves. This home truly has all the extras,
and priced substantially below replacement
cost. Phone us today - we would love to tell you
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PUT IT IN THE
29. HEATING & COOLING
HEATERS Electric, Mat-
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
K/180- Automat-it- -wood-
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT Nice 1 BR fur





heat. $13.5 per Month, ISO
deposit required7153- 026. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
4 BR HOUSE Partially
furnished in quite area of
city. Call 753-7575. 
HOUSE FOR REA at 512 S.
13th., no pets,' deposit
required. $175 per month.
Call 753-0818 after 4: 30‘pm.
--36:4RE444-0R-L--EASE-=-
_GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice 1ot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all
hookups, many trailers near
by. Only $28 per month. Call






OFFICE SPACE for rent, 505
Main St. Call 7591429. 
37. LIVESTOCK-SU PP.
BLACK AMGUS BULL, 13
months old, 800+ lbs., $400.
Also Sirresa hay, $1.50 per
bale. 759-1850 after 5 pm.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
A K C REGISTERED
Doberman, pups. Champion
blood line; $100. Call 753-1380
after 4:30. 
SUDSBURY PARK. W.e
groom all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Located in
town for your convenience.
By appointment only. Call
759.4140,9.5, Monday-Friday.




SALE. Fri and §at., 5 party.
Plaster, macrame, crochet
and many other hand mande
gift items. Cherry Corner
Rd. on 121 S. 
GIGAtiLTJC GARAGE SALE,
1304 °HA Blv. Sat. Nov. 4.
Grandthottier clock, -old
clock, case and watches.
Radial arm saw and stand,
console stereo color tv,
_chests, desks, chairs,
refrigerator, Groan stooL





machine and stand, desk
lamp, light fixtures, storage
cabinet, mirrows, picture
frames, lots of nice ladies
clothes, mens winter coats,
shoes hanct,- 'bags, -manyr
other items. 
3 PARTY YARD SALE. Fri.
and Sat 9-5. 3 miles on E. 94,
turn • right Whites Camper
Sales, first gravel road to
right, folig..v Signs.
41. PUBLIC SALES
YARD SALE, 1627 Lock
Lomond Dr. All kinds of
bicycles. Friday 12.30 to 5.
All 021 y Saturday. 
YARD SALE. between Stella
Kirksey on hwy 299. Watch
for signs. Thur. and Fri. Nov.
2nd and 3rd from 7.4. 
YARD SALE: Friday •
Saturday, 9-4. Many items,
including couch, $5. Bargins!
712 Elm. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
.Atf )(WWI_ __SIMMER +Mt
MEDIATE
POSSESSION OP-
PORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on quiet tree
lined street. Separate living
space for parents, in-laws or
guests...add fireplace,
basement, wooded - lot and
convenience to university
and shoppina. Priced luSt 
reduce ... his home








With The Friendly rows"
THE HILTON it ain't - -
but it is a heckava
good buy! 4 room
frame with 2 bedrrns.
and 142 bath. Extra
wide 1.6 acre lot on
Hwy. 94 E. near
Brown's Grocery.
Priced for quick sale
at • $12,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 North 12th Street_--
16 ACRES HWY 121 south, 7
miles from Murray. 3 acres
.pasture, 13 acres wooded.
753-6265. 
3 BR 1/2 'STORY BRICK
House, sewing room, rum. 
pusroom, 70.1 Drive, near
health center, downtown,
public library. Central gas




fast nook, fireplace, front
patio, 1/2 bath. Priced to'sell,
$39,950. Shown by ap-
pointment only, John Pasco,
753-26490r 753-5791. 
3 BEDROOM, 11/2 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
83 for the future. Ideal for












Reefed and ready. Up to 12 s 24. Also barn style, offices, cotteges,
mobile home .d-ons and patios or U-11U1l0 pro.cirt completely reedy




Call Mark Pasch, Route 4,
Murray.
753-4802
Enjoy lovely Autumn weather & scenic view in
this cozy, convenient 2 bedrm. 2 bath home on
Lakeshore Dr. in Pine Bluff Shores. Perfect for
retirement or week-end retreat. Mid 20's.
HELLO HAPPINESS_
B.V. Low 40's.
Is one get away
'If:
GET RICH FROM IN.
Once in a lifetime
investment  -opparziatitiai
where inflation is your friend
not your foe Shopping center
for sale_with owner financing
available and excellent tax
khelter. For details call or
tbntact Nelson Shroat co




Better If they fit! See if this
home doesn't:1ff your needs r
3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick., ample sized rooms,
fencelt-Tn back yard, op.,.
pliances including washer,
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
yourself, see this home




44. LOTS FOR SALE 
LOT FOR SALE Zoned for
duplex. Call 753-8067 after 5
Pm-
- WOODED- 11/2 ACRES, rias
well, septic tank, trailer pole
and white rock drive. First
13000 takes it. Call 7594088
4.516;
© 1928 United Feature Syndicate. inc.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Leaving town must sell. 3
BR, 2 Bath, een, living rpom,
Jcitctiert Atinios _area,
laundry and garage. Storage






intercom, central heat and
air, patio, 2600 S. ft. $56,000.









and look out over the
lake from this new 3
BR, 2 bath' home
located on Lakeshore
Drive in Keniana Sub-
division. Has many ex-
tras, just let us show
You- •
Weekends 6 Eventaqs Call
Jon Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4868





Located on South 12th Street.
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retail business, This is
a 137' X 183' lot, prime--
business location. , Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more information. 
-CRAZY-CLYDE Plunks out
more money each month on
rent than his total monthly
payment would be if he
bought this 3 bedroom mobile
home. ..New Car-
pet. .underpinned and best of
ali...on private lot in town
near shopping centers and
schools. Call today and let us
tell you more. LOR.ETTE
JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492
or Amos McCarty at 753-2249.
" Prof esskonal Services
With The Friendly Touch"
TO TELL THE
TRUTH is both the
name of a TV show & a
firm rule of our
business. We prefer to
tell you the WHOLE
STORY: -
over 200 pieces of Real
Estate since March 1st
and if you want to
really sell your Real
Estate, it will pay you
to talk to us. Boyd
Majors Real Estate





professionals to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question regarding
any phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at 753.
1222, or. stop by our con.
veniently located office at 711
Main. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY want to be YOUR
Real Estate People.






bedroom brick on corner lot
at 1006 Fairlane , priced at
only $36,000 DONALD R
















Ph. f 901 i479-2986 479-3713




are a lot of people who say
they would like to have an
attractive threebedroom two
bath home, 'They would
especially like to have one
with a large living room
dining room combination,
large eat in kitchen with a lot
of cabinets, a nice den with
fireplace and a wooden deck.
It would even be nice to have
central gas heat and air, but
a house with 411 of these
features would be too ex-
pennsive. Right? Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced
at $48,900. Phone K OP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222. 
REALTORS









describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located_ in Hazel._ F ireolac-e
with heatalator, built-in
appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump, ther.
rnopane windows are only a
Ihe _civatav,teaturfts_cc-
this home. The price is right!
30's. Phone --KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
heesse property, hot 3 ',in-
itiated upstairs would
safte-- emether good apart-
ment, id* very Belie le-
vestvriont. CM 753-3263 fel
28 wooded acres in southwest
Calloway County Perfect
location for vocation cottage.













With The Friendly Touch"
COUNTRY SUNSHIN-
E! 3 bedroom home, 2
acres, living rm., kit-
chen-family rm. &
covered porch. 2 out-
side storage buildihgs,
1 small barn, back fen-
ced for horses, cattle
etc. Priced Right Mid
30's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street.
WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh.
borhood with lovely land-
scaped yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is neat as a
pin -throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so











NO HOME - NO FUR-
NITURE' We have
both in this 2 BR, 1
bath home located on
North 16th Street just
off Hwy. 121 bypass.
Another plus-zoned for
business at $11,500.
Wee L Evenings Call
436 506
Bud Noll 753-4868
Moil Beth Smith 753 3383
Floret Brandon 753 1 513
Don Tucker 753 1930
MUST SELL! 2 bedroom
frame house with .full
basement. -All appliances
and draperies stay with
house. Good location at 602
Vine St. Priced in teens. Call
after 4:30 pm, 753.9924, 
NO HOME-NO FUR-
NITURE! We have both in
this 2 bedroom, 1 bath home
located on North 16th street
-test off 124 Bypass. Another




0. E. STEELE HOME at
Dover Tenn. on hwy 49, 2
miles from lake, 21/ acres
with income from water
system. 5 bedrooms, 2 baths,
12 years old. Call 1.232.7053.
Open house Nov. lands: 
PACK TONIGHT and be
ready for the weekend in this
completely furnished lake
front condominium, your for




HONDA 350, LOW mileage,
also a 18 foot canoe and 2
snow tires. For more in-
formation call 753-5335. 
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
• _tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
492-8102.
1976 XR-75 HONDA, con-
dition-like new. Call 753-4763. 
1975 YAMiAti -250-CC trail
bike, new tires, seat-and-
sprockets Excellent con-
dition. Phone 437-4666. •
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS
1970 BONNIVILLE, 4-door,
hard top, power steering,
brakes and air. Call 753-7810
before 2 pm. 
1975 BUICK REVERIA,
brown, buckskin interior,
fuly equipped, $3450. Can be
seen at Darnell Marine
Sales. •
-1974 _BUICK - REGAL
COUPE', one owner, K
tucky car, low miles. Call
436-2427. 
1974 CAMARO, Z-28, Power
steering, brakes and air.
Excellent condition. Ca11753,
6030 after 5 pm. 
1973 CHARGER, power
steering, breaks, air, AM-





air, recently overhauled. 759-
-4818 anytime:- --
1967 FALCON • SPORT
COUPE, 289, V-8,- 4-speed.
See it at 1508 Chsetnuf or Call
7517356 ask for Jim. 
1974 MUSTANG II Mach I.
Excellent condition, one
owner, lots of extras. Call
pJamn 7before 8 am or after 5
1969 MUSTANG 302, V-8,
- at, tittnaTrC, rough, -1A75."
Phone-753.8963.
1970 ' PONTtAC GRAND
PRIX, good condition, white
with black vinyl roof. Black
interior, needs motor and
some body work. Power and
air, sell for best offer. Call
753-3855. 
1974 PINTO, automatic, $950.
1970 Chevrolet wagon, power
4a8n9d25a9i5r., no rust, $325. Call





1974 98 REGENCY, 4-door,
new radial tires, 64,000 miles,
white with red interior, shoik
room condition inside and




1975 .VW SHE R, ex-
ceptional condition, with air,
$3000. Ca1t753-7792. 
1975 VGA, $1200 or best
offer. Call 436.2191. 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
/952 CHEVROLET 1/2 TON
truck, flat bed, $290. Call 436
5536 before 3 pm. 
1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
long bed, spoke wheels, good
condition. Call 474-2757
before 3 pm. 
1978 DODGE PICKUP, call 1-
345-2405. 
1972 FORD RANCHO,






1 TON 1971 Truck, remote
control color tv, Magnavox,
AM.M tape stereo,
chainsaw. Call 753-3506. 
51. CAMPERS 
24 FT. dicON.c2act.LI.i.aow.CORD TRAVEL
Trailer, fully self contained,
leep_s8
753-5374 days or 437-4794
nights.
TRAVEL TRAILER ,29 foot,
Holiday Rambler, complete
with air Conditioner, sway
bars, load leveler and
receiver. ' Excellent con-
dition. 15,500. Call 435-4265
after 7 pm. 
TRAVEL 'TRAILER, 29 FT.
Holiday Rambler. Complete
With air conditioner, sway
bar, road leveler and
receiver. Excellent con-
dition, $5500. Call 435-4265
after 7 pm. 
1974 TARUS-23 FOOT Travel
Trailer, sleeps six, level
rider hitch with sway con-
trol, Coleman Mark III air
conditioner, 13 ,tborroll out
awnning, spare wheel and
bumper rack, rear bumper,
leaveling jacks, excellent
condition. $4000 firm. Call
753-7852 after 5:30.
St. BOATS 11. MOTORS
53. SE VICES OFFERED 
15' & J HYDRAULICS. Ser-
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair_
References furnished. CaH
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-
-4678, - - -
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, cal
2562 after 5 pm.
15 FT. IMPERIAL BASS
BOAT with motor and,'
trailer. Call 753-5374 days or
-A37 479AnightS-
Av-IleelS,_10W_/011es, ill4011-Calt-
436-5366 after 7 pm. --53:SERWCESIIIPPE-RED-r
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN APPLIANCE . REPAIR and
DEVILLE. Loaded with refrigeration work. Also
equipment, steel belted smalt,electrical jobs. Call
radial tires, a real good car, 753:0762 after 5 pm. 
$1350. Call 1-354-6217. BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
MurrayDatsun Inc.





gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395.4967 or 1-362-4895.
DO YOU need tumps
removed from ygdr yard or
land cleared of4tumps? We
can remove stiimps up to 24"
betalv- the round, leaving
only saw st and chips. Call
for free stimate, Steve Shaw
753-946 or Bob Kemp, 435-
434
IVEWAYS 8. PARKING
reas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. 
-INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,





rates, - free estimates. Call
753-5827.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
LIGHT TRUCK Hauling and
yard junk. Call 753-3145. 
NEED YOUR yard raked?
The -PAStr Wortttutture Crutr--
is raking„ leaves beginning
Nov 4. For' more information
call Jett Grubbs, 753-8636 or
Cindy Cook 767-3355.
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Leadoff at 753 8170 or
John Boger at -8536
PIANO TU G and repair.
Call Joe ckson at Chuck's
Music ter, 753-36/12.or 753-
7T49
PR ESSIONAL Window
cleaning. 20 years ex-




between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile - homes. -34 years -
experience. Call 435-4173. 
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in.
or bats insulation. TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
Call (5021-924-5541. 
SMALL „DOZER-Spreading,
leveling, back filling. Call
753.7370. 
THREE BOY TEAM will
rake your lawn in a flash.
Call 753-0936 after 5 pm. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry, s
work completely guaran• -
teed. Call or write Morgan :-
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky. -
42001. Phone day or night 1-
442-7026. 
WILL BABYSIT DURING
the day. For few children.
Call 759-4615. 
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD, in
my home week days. Age 2-5
years old. Call 753-7547. 
WILL,D0 BABYSITTING in -
my home. Cherry Corner and ;
East Elementary area. 753- -
8623. 
FREE COLUMN
BLACK MALE KITTEN. Six
-months old, very af- ,,,•
fectionate. Call-753.3994. 
ONE MALE BOSTON
TERRIER. Three years old. :
Leaving area, must give - •
away. 753-6062 after 5 pm.
AUCTION
Saturday, Novetriber 4, at 10 A.M., rain or
shine at the Mr. & Mrs. Jim (Taylorr Allbritten
Grocery in New Providence. From Murray take
Hwy. 121 South approx. 4 mi. to auction sign and
turn on Rt. 893, go VI mi. to Grocer)'.
Will sell complete stock of groceries, har-
dware, electrical and sewing supplies, nice
grocery scales, Pepsi cooler, 2 large potted plan-
ts, motor oil, stove pipes, lard cans, automatic
washer, 3 refrigerators, 8 ft. commercial meat
freezer, desk, odd chairs, bookcase, couch, & old
.books.
ANTIQUES: beam scales, washboards, crock
jugs, jars and churn, covered iron kettle,
smoothing iron, covered copper washboiler,
'wash kettles, broad-axe, Aladdin lamp-, brass
knob, hames; hanging gas lamp, old violin and
guitar, depression and milk glass, 12 ga. single
bluegrass shotgun, old showcases, Putnam dye
cabinet and many grab boxes.
,Not responsible for accidents, detailed an-
nouncements day of sale, eats and drinks. For all
your auction needs or information call
Bob W. (frosty) Miller
Give a personal gift
for. Christmas. The
next' few weeks are
a beautiful time for
outdoor portraits.
Mode at your home
or -ot Tome of -the
. beautiful places.
around Murray Cali
now for an ap-
pointment We have




NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7 :30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE NIAR CUT $1.50 PRICE sear $1.25





Do Business Where Business is Being Done
JEW LISTING
, WALK WITH MF . . . Through this 3 bedroom
home featuring large living-dining rm., large kit-
chen. Central gas heat, cozy fireplace, car-
peting, draperies included. Half-basement, 2 car
carport. Owner transferred. ONLY $34,500.
HEY LOOK ME OVER!
And you will love the charm & space in this, 3
bedroom, 2 bath KV., W/doubll‘ garage. Enjoy
the coty den with crackling fireplace this winter.
Lovely Decor - Brand New - Ready for im-
mediate occupancy. Don't Delay - Call Today.
THINKING COUNTRY?
- This 14 Acre building site on Bailey Road with woods& creek. Approximately-10 teudable acres allroDed
• -in1ovaa.tasethaa4mi1es-frem(lity l,imtts. Better Hurry- Priced At-Oa1r820110k
Barbara Erwin IS3-4i36 _
Audra Moody 753-9036
B.B. IfOok 7534317
SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
!Prefessional Services With The Friendly Touch-








Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility rpom, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen. with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest-. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




3 Bedroom By. home. All appliances & drapes
included. Large living rm., family rm., .study
and/or game rm. Within walking distance of the
Univ. or large corner lot.
6PECIAL BUIL.
Mobile home pl Almo. Only
$7,500. Call Tod
•4
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Easterly Says He Will File His
Financial Disclosure Reports
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
• A spokesman for 6th District
Democratic candidate tom



















7,•.‘:•! WI.:T.k Re& 11,Kr:,,
: T•• •••..1P Redi,•• .
Ra.ii,,Bentnr. KN.
necessary personal financial
reports under a new federal
law, although he missed
Wednesday's deadline.
Ed Easterly, father of the
congressional candidate, said
Ins son and his staff had been
unaware of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978,
which was signed into law by
President Carter Oct. 26. It
required current candidates to
file a report on their personal
financial assets and liabilities
by Nev. 1. -
Ed Easterly said the
campaign staff had not
received any official
notification of the law as of thw•
Wednesday deadline and




released a copy of his report
Wednesday..
Hopkins had earlier
released a copy of his 1977
income tax returns, but
Easterly refused to do so.
Hopkins has 'made an issue of
the non-disclosure.
Ed Easterly said-he sent- a
letter to House Clerk Edmund
Henshaw " Wednesday saying
the report would be in as soon
as possible.
Ed Easterly said his son was
on the road campaigning
Wednesday and had not been
iwilable for discussion.
However, he said efforts are
being made to gather the
information.
"We are up a tree," the
elder Easterly said. "We have
no official notification and we
SECOND PRODUCTION SALE
Deer Creek Farms
- Registered Polled Herefords
November 8, 1978 • 12:30 P.M.'
The Get and Service Of The
Following Great Sires
Will Be Featured:
EBG Victor 283 111H
CMR Perfect Victor 31




' CMR Superol 275
EBG Victor 4017 113H





W. Keith Duncan, Owner
Kneibert Stillman, Owner













Rnta. cky pried Chickens.
only know what the press tells
us."
He said they first found out
about the law when a reporter
called about Hopkins' release
of his report.
Easterly said a campaign
staff member did talk with the
counsel for the House Clerk,
who confirmed the law but
said there was no penalty for a
lite filing.
Hopkins released a copy of a
letter from Henshaw dated
Oct.'17 notifying him of the
new law and stating the filing
forms had been sent out Oct.
20.
Ed Easterly said he was told
the letters had been sent out in
bulk form and could have been
delayed in the mail.
Hopkins report covered a22-_ _
month period from Jan. 1, 1977 .
through Oct. 31, 1978 and
showed a total income of
$44,294 during that period.
Hopkins said that during
1977 he received $20,599 in
commissions as a stockbroker
from J.J.B. Hilliard & Lyons,
$1,485 after expenses as a
-member of - the state
Legislature and $75 in
speaking honorarium, while
his wife,- Carolyn, received
$6,756 as a teacher in the
Fayette County school
system.
He said that so far in 1978, he
has earned $9,754 in com-
missions and $5,625 from the
Legislature, which was in
session for 60 days. His only
other listed income was a
three-dollar dividend from
Humana, Inc.
Hopkins listed his liabilities
of $6,731 on a house loan and





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A legislative subcommittee
Monday drafted a list of
criteria to be used by
legislators when they are
considering proposals to
license an occupation or
profession.
The guidelines, which are
similar to those ,adopted by
legislatures in Virginia,
Washington and Minnesota,
would provide a standard for
considering license ap-
plications.
Rep. Terry Mann, D-
Newport, chairman of the
subcommittee, said the
guidelines are aimed At
providing_ vitt ermity Ja
deciding licensing questions.
The guidelines state a
licensure applicant must
describe an overwhelming
danger to the health and
welfare of a group that is
unregulated and unlicensed
and provide documented
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LARGE MULTI-COOKER FRYPA% At-tractive buffet styling. Hie, domevented cover Removable heat :3ntrolfor invnersible cleaning. Pedest31 legsprotect table. Sunray infancy Con-venient fry guide. Double hand'e.








Solid steel receiver tapped for scope mounts. Five popular
calibers. Three rings of steel strength around the cartridge
head. Du Pont scratch-resistant RK-W wood finish. Recoil ab-
sorbing design. Distinctive secure*tp aect eritig: Positive











And no oil means big,
light. great tasting pop-
corn with no messy
clean-up. It's lower in














For do-it-yourself home riveting! Just select the
rivet you need, drill right-saehole, insert rivet in tool
and squeeze handles. Use it for hundreds of jobs.
Incl. assorted rivets. K110
Quantities Limited
Unique design rsiakeS it lightto hold and easy to
handle
Ciioi-touch, break-resistant white or harvest outer
shell -It won't burn you if accidentally touched.
Energy saver -Use& less electrical energy than
heavier irons forlthe same task.
25 steam vents -tor effective steam ironing
Water Window-Shows water level when on heel
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